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T h is  w o rk  is th e  firs t p a r t o f  a  m o n o g rap h  d e sc rib in g  th e  o s tra c o d  fau n a  o f  th e  O lig o c è n e  
se d im e n ts  o f  H u n g ary , tt c o n ta in s  th e  d esc rip tio n  o f  th e  fo rm s o c c u rr in g  in th e  L o w e r  O tig o c e n e  
(K isc e llia n  s ta g e ): CytZ<eaeZ/a cwapae.s.sa (VON MONSTER, ]8 3 0 ), Cyt/;cacZZa a 'c a t//c a a  (MÉHES. 
] 94  ] ), CytZtcacZZa ex  gr. AcyatcZa (REUSS, ! 85  ) ). CytZieaeZZa a/aaco PtETRZENtUK, ] 9 6 9 , CytZieacZZa 
Ztya/Zaa MÉHES, ! 9 4 ) .  (ytZtcaeZZa /aeZ;e^Z BRESTENSKÁ. 197 5 , CytZicac/Za taaaxveaxa SPEYER. 
)8 6 3 , s. ].. CytZicacZZa fCyt/teaeZZoZiZea) cf. Z ac /o g /y p /a ca  (BOSQUET, [8 5 2 ), C aaiZo6aaY /ta 6oZtZZ 
PtETRZENtUK, )9 6 9 . ZZaZaiZZa aapeZ tca MONOSTORI. 1982, őa ta íZ ta?  sp . ], (ytZa-ao/aoapZia 
y ah aZ /aaa  íZoaso&pac.s.sa MONOSTOR], <985, & 'Za-OQtZicae? sp ., ScZa;ocytZ;eac ? sp . juv ., 
PaZZea^oacZicZZa fEopaZZeaóoacZieZZa) .sta/ovea.s;'s' BRESTENSKÁ, ]9 7 5 . CaZZôtocytZieae sp ., 
EacyrZKa-á/ea ae t/caZ ata  GOERt.tCH, [9 5 3 , CytZieaaZea ex  gr. /aaZZeat (VON MUNSTER. 1830). 
(ytZieaúZea ex  g r. p e a a o ta  OERTLt e t KEtJ, 1956 . A/iocypanrtet.ï a a / a  (GOERUCH, ]9 5 3 ), 
C yaaiocy tZ aaàZ ca p a a c ta tc /Z a  (BOSQUET, ]8 5 2 ). ZZeaacypaZ&A a a te a o c o s ta ta  MONOSTORI, ¡98 2 , 
ZZcaacypata'eô' ZteZvetZca (LtENENKLAUS, !8 9 5 ), ZVeaacypr;WeZs p aavaZ a MAEZ &  TRtEBEL, ]9 7 0 . 
.S'cZaiZc/'aZea aaaaacZ oa OERTLt, )9 5 6 . & 7ia/caaZ ca aaaaac 't/ó aaa .s  MONOSTOR], )9 8 5 , 
C aacocyfZ ie /c  (C aaeocytZ :e/e7  a m a g ta a ta  aatcaoiZepaes.sa MONOSTOR). ]9 8 2 , C aaeocy tZ tere  
Z6'aacocytZ:c/'eZ t a a a c a ta  LtENENKLAUS, ¡8 9 4 , AT/tZa? pa/^/ZZo.sa (BOSQUET, 1852), ZZa;t/;c 
peaaoaZ ex (BORNEMANN, !8 5 5 ), Á/áZa- sp . ], ZZa/tZ;c sp . 2 , PaaaAaZtZtc e o ^ ta to a ia a g /a a ta  
MONOSTOR], 1982. Z ^aaA aa/ic sp. ]. 7Z'ac-Z;y/cAcai.s cf. .s/aao.sa (t.tENENKLAUS, i 9 0 0 ), C o s ta  Z:ea/at 
WlTT. )9 6 7 , / ty e a o c y tZ ie /e  oatZ taata (DELTEt.. ) 9 6 [ ) ,  P te/ygocy tZ ;eae/s c f . c e a a to p te a a  (BOSQUET. 
)8 5 2 ), P /e/ygocytZ îereZs n. sp . ? , ÆcZnaocy/Ztere/s ZigaZa LtENENKLAUS, ]8 9 6 , ZZearyZiOste/Za 
as/?eaaZ/aa (REUSS, ]8 5 0 ), P a o to 6 a a /o a /a  saÀ Zat/.ssaaa a r c a a to c o s ta  (BRESTENSKÁ. !9 7 5 ), 
Z.egaw/aocytZ:eaeZs s o a a c a a a  OERTLt, ¡9 5 6 . ¿egR auaocy tZ ieaeis?  ceZZaZata/baaas n. sp., 
A /cg a /:caac y  tZ;cac oeatZ/Z WtTT, ]9 6 7 , PoAoaayeZZa? sp . ], G //a to a e à s  sp ., /7oaaZ6aooAeZZa ex  gr. 
/n a c a o p o a a  (BOSQUET. ]8 5 2 ). R o s ^ a e tia a  6aesteasA ae n. sp .. ZZosY/aet/aa zaZ aay á  BRESTENSKÁ, 
)9 7 5 , OccaZ/ocytZteaeZs aapeZZca MONOSTOR], ]9 8 2 . CccaZ?ocyt/a?aeis ex  g r. o;ata6ZZZs TRtEBEL, 
t 9 6 ] ,  C ytZ ;cactta ^o.s/ZcaZZ.S' TRtEBEL, !9 5 2 , CytZicaetta vaata6ZZZs OERTLt, ]9 5 6 , Z.o.ïocoacZ;a 
caaZ aata  taaiZca.se MONOSTOR], )9 8 5 , L o x o co ac /ta  íZc/c/aoatca.sás ZtaagaaZca MONOSTORI, ]9 8 2 , 
L oxocoacZ ta y â v a ta  KutPER, ) 9 )8 ,  LoxocoacZta s a 6 o v a ta  (VON MUNSTER, )8 3 0 )  se n su  
BRESTENSKÁ, ¡9 7 5 , Z .oxocoac(;a ex  gr. a c r /a a p a a c ta ta  DELTEL, )9 6 4 , L o x o e o a c /ta  sp . ], 
ZsacyiZieaaaa ¿Zeatata LtENENKLAUS, )9 0 5 . (y tZ icaoy tcaoa  c a a a c a c g g c / t  ScttERER, )9 6 4 , 
C ytZ teaopteaoa cf. ta taagaZ aae  LtENENKLAUS, ¡9 0 0 , CaoZe6ea;.s x ta /a to p a a o ta ta  DUCASSE. ]9 6 7 , 
Z7 otoaagiZZoccZa aag a Z a ta  D ette), i 9 6 1. Paaacypat.s? aapeZ /ca MONOSTOR], [9 8 2 , PaaacypaZs?
' Department of Paiaeontology, Eötvös University, P O. Box )20, H -]5]8 Budapest. Hungary
AMege&M.s/.s n. sp., ParacyprA' ex gr. /M-opúRyMa TRIEBEL, (963, faracypr/y cf. /wH/ü/fM'-emi.s' 
KEEN, !978. Ca/ií/o/ia/é/y<7/x TRIEBEL, (963. CaMí/o^? r e c m  HENENKLAUS, (905, Cnw/orio? sp. 
indet., AVoe/rocgp/is 6oc<(c'!/!í'OHC'i.s''.s TRIEBEL, ]963, C ;;rs'opyL ' c u rv o /a  (LlENENKLAUS, (905). 
?Cw-vops-M ew -v a /a  (LtENENKLAUS. !905), gén et sp. indet 3. (982.
Locaiities wi!) be figured in a forthcoming paper on paiaeoecoiogica! resuits.
AH specimens are deposited in the Coiiection of the Paiaeontoiogicai Department of 
Eötvös University. This study was supported by Hungarian OTKA Fundation, Project 
N"T 032472.
Systematic description
Subclass Ostracoda LATREtLLE, ( 806 
Order Podocopida G. W. MÜLLER, [894 
Suborder Piatycopa SARS, ( 866 
Famiiia Cythereiiidae SARS, (866 
Genus (jy/te/'e/Za JONES, ) 849
Qy/re/e/Za co/t;/)/ e.S'.sYt (VON MONSTER, ! 830)
PI. (, figs 1-4.
1830. Qy/iere n. sp. — MÜNSTER, p. 64.
(982. Cty/<cc/&; co/Mpre.s.M (VON MONSTER) -  MONOSTORI, pp. 43-47. PI. ((. f. 6-9. (cum 
syn.)
(985. G)y/M?;<?//<? AWie/'f/Gy (VON MONSTER, (830) -  MONOSTORI, pp. (63-(66.
/?ewwCs
)n the description from (982 (p. 46) the right and left valves are changed, in the text 
of the figs (PI. ((, f. 6-9.) they are correct. There are some variations in the lengthening 
of the carapace. See: remarks at C. &/?/Z/ê/a
D;7t;ct?.s'/or?.s'
Carapace L = 0.78-0.86 mm 
H = 0.48-0.54 mm 
L/H = (.53-).69 
W = 0.35-0.40 mm
OCC'W/'CMC'C
KisceH-l borehole 9(.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-( borehole 25.0-60.0 m: Budapest. 
Metro H-3 borehole 58.6-6(.6 m; Budapest, Metro H-5/( borehole 4(.0 m; Budapest, 
Metro H-7 borehole 24.0-(05.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/( borehole 54.5-55.5 m: 
Budapest, Metro H-8  borehole 36.0-55.0 m: Budapest, Metro H-8/1 borehole 28.0-
32.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehole (9.5-59.8 m; Budapest, Metro H -(( borehole 
23.5m; Budafok-2 borehole 357.0-461.4 m; Szentendre-2 borehole 764.0-1020.0 m: 
Cserépváralja-] borehole 402.0-407.6 m; Varbó-50 borehole 404.8-546.8 m; Noszvaj. 
Síkfökút quarry samples ( (, 18; Eger Wind brickyard borehole 52.9-77.1 m; Kiseged.
28 /IwM/M ^ect/o Geo/og/co 34 (2004)
manganiferous clay sample №4; Alcsútdoboz-3 borehote 487.) m.
A/aZerZa/
)56 specimens.
.SnYvngra^AZca/ range wZ//?aa/ /Zanga/y
Belgium: Upper Ypresian-Rupetian; The Nethertands: Bartonian-Rupelian?; Great 
Britain: Bartonian; Austria: Middie Eocene: Ukraine: Eocene; Czechostovakia: Lower 
Otigocene-Upper Otigocene.
^/ra/ZgrapAZca/ range Zn //angary 
Priabonian-Upper Otigocene
Cyt/rereZ/a <7en/¿/era MÉHES, ) 941 
P). ), Figs 5-7.
[94L CvtZ¡ereZZa r/en/Z/éra n. sp. -  MÉHES, pp. 78-90, PI. V)[. figs )2-)6. textfigs 20a. 94, !03. 
)973. Q̂ //;ere/Za r/entZ/éra MÉHES -  I3RESTENSKÁ, p. 38!, PI. 3, figs 10-14.
1982. GytZrereZZa ¿fn/Z/éra MÉHES, 194] -  MONOSTOR], pp. 47-48, PI. HI. figs 1-4.
/ZewarA.s'
There are some specimens very similar in their form to C. cc/npreysa and having 
minor anterior wrinkles and posterior denticles. They were described by MÉHES (1941) 
as Cy//:ere//a r/ent¿/era. I think, the wrinkles and denticles are not correct species 
characters but their occurrence may be an occasional individual phenomena. In this case 
C. í/cn/Z/ern = C. co/n/ve.s'.sa
Dfwen.s'fon.s'
carapace L = 0.76-0.87 mm 
H = 0.48-0.54 mm 
L/H= 1.54-1.68.
Occurrence
Kiscell-I borehole 89.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehole 51.0-54.8 m; Budapest, 
Metro H-7 borehole 55.0-60.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/1 borehole, 50.0-52.0 m; 
Budapest, Metro H-8  borehole 18.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehole 52.0-55.6 m; 
Budapest, SzOT-l borehole 16.0 tn; Szentendre-2 borehole 819.0-1031.0 m; 
Alcsútdoboz-3 borehole 487.1 m.
ZUaZerZa/
25 specimens
,S'na/Zgra/̂ /?ZcaZ range stZ/Aoa/ //angary 
Czechoslovakia: Otigocene.
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^rat/gra/?/!/ca/ range /n /Vanga/y 
Priabonian-Upper Oligocene
C)'//!ere//a ex gr. ¡6e)'r/c/?/ (REUSS, 183))
Pi. 1, fig. 8, PI. 2, fig.t.
/?e/aarA^
Original and most of the other figures show a densely pitted rectangular form with 
rounded corners. On BRESTENSKA's (1975) figure the posterior end is narrower than the 
anterior one. That is true also for the forms described here. There is a dense pitting on 
the lateral surface. Characteristic is a wide anterior and a small posteroventral depressed 
rim.
Dnnen.Gan.s'
carapace L = 0.78 mm 
H = 0.47 mm 
L/H = 1.66
Occarrence
Varbo-50 borehole 433.6^139.5 m; Eger Wind brickyard borehole 69.8-73.1 m.
A/ater/a/
3 specimens.
Strat/gra/y/a'ca/ range /a //angary 
Oligocene.
Gyt/?ere//a ex gr. i/raco PtETRXENtUK, 1969 
 ̂ P1.2,f<g2.
1982. Cyt/;ere//a i/raca PlETRZENIUK, 1969 -  MONOSTORt, pp. 49-50, PI. IV. tigs 1-3.
/?en;nrA.s
Characteristical the nearly oval form, another Cy;/?ere//n species of the Hungarian 
Oligocene have more „quadrate" outline.
Dnaen.s/on.s
carapace L = 0.81 - 0.86 mm 
H = 0.55-0.58 mm 
L/H -  1.46-1.48
Occarrcnce
Budapest, Metro H-l borehole 25.0-34.8 m: Budafok-2 borehole 378.4-384.1 m; 
Varbo-50 borehole 445.0-460.0 m; Eger Wind brickyard borehole 53.8-71.5 m.
30 /fmM/e.T 5c/ea//a/*MM /tia/apirsanen.sA'. 5ec/;o Gea/ag/ca 34 (2004)
A/aterZaZ
22 specimens.
-S/rafZgra^/acaZ range /n //angary 
Priabonian-Upper Oiigocene.
CytAe/eZZa /yaZZna MEHES, ) 94i 
P). 2, figs. 3-5.
¡94). (y/ZiereZZa /yaZ/na n. sp. -  MEHES, p. 78, Pi. Vil, figs 7-9.
]975. 6y/Z;ereZZa ZyaZ/na MEHES. !94! -  BRESTENSKA, pp. 38)-382. P). i, Mgs ]2-i4. Pi. 2, Mgs 
t-3.
i982. (ytZ;ereZZa aff. BRESTENSKA, i975 -  MONOSTOR), pp. 50-5 i. Pi. [V, Mgs 4-7. (pars)
)985. Cy/Z;ereZZa aff. ?ne/;e.H BRESTENSKA, )975 -  MONOSTOR), p. !66. PI. ). Mgs 3-4. (pars)
/?e/narA.s'
Many specimens have shape simiiar to CytAereZZa /weAeyZ and have anterior wrinkies 
and posterior denticies. Simiiariy to the C. eZen/Z/era, the denticies and wrinkies q54 
maybe not specific characters, in this case C. ZyaZZna = C. (see aiso remarks at
C. eZentZ/era).
OZ/MemZon.s'
carapaces L = 0.76-0.88 mm 
H = 0.49-0.36 mm 
L/H = L52-L63
Occnrrence
Kisceii-i borehoie 83.4 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehoie 30.3-33.3 m; Budapest, 
Metro H-7/i borehoie 26.0-47.7 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehoie 24.0-28.0 m; 
Budapest, Metro H-i i borehoie 23.5 m; Budapest, iboiya u. quarry 7.0 m; Budapest, 
SzOT-i borehoie 5.5 m; Budapest, SzOT-2 borehoie 46.0-58.0 m; Budafok-2 
borehoie 393.0-454.6 m; Szentendre-2 borehole 626.0-8)7.0 m; Varbo-50 borehoie 
4)64-420.0 m; Cserepvaraija-i borehoie 407.4-407.6 m; Eger Wind brickyard 
borehoie 50.3-774 m; Aicsutdoboz-3 borehoie 455.5^t874 m.
AVa/erZaZ
70 specimens
.S/rang/ayZ?ZeaZ range wZ/Aoat //angary 
Czechosiovakia: Oiigocene.
.S'/ratZgrayAZcaZ range Zn /Zanga/y 
Priabonian-Upper Oiigocene.
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(jYAere//a tneAest BRESTENSKÁ, )975 
P). 2, figs 6- 8.
!973. CytAere//a nic/;est n. sp. -  BRESTENSKÁ, pp. 234-235. Pt. 2, figs 4-8.
t982. CytAere//n aff. n;e/;est BRESTENSKÁ, Í975 -  MONOSTOR!. pp. 50-3!. P!. 4. figs 4-7. (pars)
!985. Cyt/;erc//a aff. nte/test BRESTENSKÁ. Í975 -  MONOSTOR!, p. )66. P!. !. hgs 3-4. (pars)
Ác/narAs
The form is rather variabie (MONOSTOR!, !982, !985) After investigation of the 
Eger materia! betonging to this species is obvious. See: remarks at C. Aya/ma.
Dttnen.statt.s
carapaces L = 0.78-0.86 mm 
H = 0.46-0.54 mm 
L/H = !.54-!.77
Occttrrence
Kisce!!-! borehote 83.4 m: Budapest, Metro H-! borehote 25.0-60.0 m; Budapest, 
Metro H-3 borehote 4t.8-t20.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-7 borehote 19.8-84.0 m; 
Budapest. Metro H-8  borehote 36.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehote ! 9.5-55.6 m: 
Budapest, tbotya u. quarry 7.0 m; Budapest. SzOT-t borehote 5.5 m; Budapest, SzOT- 
2 borehote 46.0-58.0; Budafok-2 borehote 362.3^t47.t m; Szentendre-2 borehote 
746.0 -!020.0 m: Varbó-50 borehote 423.7-530.3 m; Noszvaj, Síkfőkút quarry, sampte 




StrattgrapAtca/ rattge sv/tAoat /Vangary 
Czechostovakia: Otigocene
5'trat/grapAtca/ range At 7/ttngary 
Priabonian-Upper Otigocene.
Cy/Aere//a trattsversa SPEYER, 1863 s. t.
Pt. 3, figs t-4.
!863. C)'tAere//a transversa n. sp. -  St'EYER. p. 56, P!. !. ttg.2.
!94!. CvtAere/Zo/t/ea pesttensts n. sp. — MÉHES, pp. 8!-82. P!. V!!. figs 2!-22. textfigs )8, 95. 
)03.
)957. CytAere/Za transversa SPEYER, !863 -  KE!J, p. 47, P!.!, fig. 2.
!96). Cyt/tcre//a transversa SPEYER, !863 -  DELTEL, p. !7, P!.!!. figs 22-23.
!963. CytAere/Za transversa SPEYER, !863 -  STCHÉPINSKY, p. XXX, Pt. !. figs !-3.
!969. CytZie/eZZa transversa SPEYER. !863 -  P!ETRZEN!UK, p. !3, P!.!, figs ) !-!2.
32 /fnna/es ü'n;versánt/s Jctenttarnn: /Zní/a/?est;nensts. S'ect/o Cea/ogtca 34 (2004)
)969. Cyt/tereZ/a n-a/i.sw'.sa SPEYER, )863 -  SCHEREMETA, )969, p. 45, Pi. !. figs 8-89.
]969. Cyt/wreZZa transversa SPEYER, i 863 -  DUCASSE, p 12. I'[. [. figs f ].
Í975. (TtZ;c/'e/Za^Mt;ca.sZ.s (MÉHES) -  BRESTENSKA, pp. 382-383. Pl. I, f ig s  1-9.
1975. Cyf/ice/Za t/'aa.svcr.s'a SPEYER, [863 -  pAUPEL, p. 64. PI. 10, figs 5-6.
1981. CytZiereZZa traasversa SPEYER, 1863 -  DUCASSE, p. 175-176, Pl. H. figs 4-9 (forme 
„ovoide"), figs 10-1! (forme „pentagonale"), figs 12-14 (forme „infléchie"), fig. 15 (forme 
„hastée").
1982. CytAez-eZZa /zest/ezzsZs (MÉHES, 194))- MONOSTOR], pp 48^)9. PI. HI, figs 5-8.
1985. Cyt/zez-eZZa (CytZtereZ/a/peshew/y (MÉHES, 1941) -  MONOSTOR], pp. 166-167, P). I, figs 5- 
7.
1985. Cyt/zez-eZZa fz-azz.svez.sa SPEYER. 1863 -  DUCASSE et al.. Pl. 71. fig. 16.
1988. CytZzereZZa gr. fzazz.svez.sa SPEYER, 1863 -  BARBtN & GUERNET, pp. 215-2)6. Pl. I. figs 4-5.
1989. CytZfez-eZZa traa.sver.sa SPEYER. 1863 -  KEEN, Pl. 2, fig. 7.
Z?ewarAj
This species has a large variability in shape, in the fine ornamentation and in the 
development of the posterior „ear" of the left valve (see MONOSTOR], 1982, 1985) The 
investigated materials is so close to Cyt/fcrcZZa rt-attsv<?r,sa SPEYER, 1863 (including the 
variable forms figured in the literature as traa.svcr.sa) that the species /zc.st/czfsZ.s is 
obviously a synonym of the C. traa.sver.sa SPEYER, 1863 s. I.
We can see in the literature two group of specimens: the type fortn of traa.sver.sa at 
SPEYER (1863) and specimens on scanning photos FAUPEL (1975) having flat and 
angular valves, and other forms having an asymmetric-lenticular form, similarly to 
materials of Hungary.
Dttaea.stoa.s
right valve L = 0.74-0.78 mm 
H = 0.45-0.51 mm 
L/H = 1.53-1.66
left valve L = 0.72-0.79 mm
H = 0.38-0.42 mm 
L/H = 1.79-1.94
carapaces: L = 0.79-0.83 mm
H = 0.47-0.51 mm 
L/H = 1.63-1.65 
W = 0.34-0.35 mm
Occttrreace
Budapest, Metro H-7 borehole 29.0-94.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/1 borehole 37.4- 
69.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-8  borehole 18.0-36.0 m; Budapest. Metro H-9 borehole, 
19.5-49.9 m; Budapest, Rókahegy sample; Budapest, Ibolya u. quarry 6.0 m; Budapest, 
SzOT-2 borehole 46.0 m; Budapest, SzOT-6  borehole I0.8-H.0 m; Budafok-2 
borehole 362.3-429.2 m; Szcntendre-2  borehole 1025.0-1026.0 m; Cserépváralja- 1 
borehole 382.5—407.6 m; Varbó-50 borehole 433.6—439.5 m; Noszvaj, Síkfökút quarry 
sample 18; Eger Wind brickyard borehole 50.3-73.1 m.
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AVa/er/a/
]33 specimens.
^raf/grap/i/ca/ /ange w/VAaa/ //angary
Germany: Upper Eocene-Oiigocene, France: Eocene-Otigocene, The Netheriands: 
Oiigocene, Betgium: Rupetian, Czechosiovakia: Oiigocene.
.S'/raagra/^A/ca/ range /n //angary 
Upper Eocene-Oiigocene.
(y/Ae/e/Za /Cy//7er(?//o/t/ea) cf. A/e7'ag/)'/7/77ca (BOSQUET, i852)
/?<?;nar%.T
Oniy 3 specimens, pooriy preserved resembiing this species 
Occarrence
Budapest, Zugiiget outcrop sampie 3; Budapest, SzOT-^i borehoie 54.0 m.
A/a/er/a/.s'
3 specimens.
Suborder Metacopa SYLVESTER-BRADt.EY, i967 
Superfamiiy Ueaidiacea HARETON, ]933 
Famiiy Saipanettidae McKENZtE, 1968 
Genus Ca7Y/o/7a/7Y//a VAN DEN BOLD, i 960
CnraG/in/rain AoM PtETRZENtUK, i 969 
Pi. 3, fig. 5.
i969. ro/Y/oAoiri/fa 6o/i/< n. sp . -  PtETRZENtUK. p. i6. Pi. Vii. fig s  i-3. Pi. XVii, tig s  7-8. 
i982. Ga/Y/oAa/7Y/;a /tangar/ca n. sp . -  MONOSTOR), pp. 5-i 52. Pi. iV, f. 8-9.
)985. Ga7Y/o6a;ri//a /ttMgartca MONOSTORt, t982 -  MONOSTOR), p. i6 8 , Pi. 2, f. i.
/?iw;n7*A.s'
Rare specimens are known from the Lower Oiigocene Kisceii Ciay Fonnation. Aftei 
the revision of aii materiai from the Eocene/Oiigocene boundary sections of Hungary i 
appeared that this is a rather common species in the Upper Eocene Buda Mar 
Formation and its variabiiity coincide with that of the Cari/o/ta/rJ/a PtETRZENtUK 
i969.
34 /tnna/es L'nAvr.s'aan'.? Ar/ent/aran! /ha/ape.si/acn.s/.?, .Sec7/a Geo/ogfca 34 (2004)
DZ/nen.sZon.s
carapaces L = 0.4)-0.50 mm 
H = 0.44-0.27 mm 
L/H = 0.71-2.05
Occarrezrce
Budapest, Metro H-2 borehote ¡7.9-¡9.3 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehote 59.6- 
6) 6 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/t borehote 50.5-75.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehote 




Azz*aZZg/*a;9AZca/ range wZZ/zoMZ //angary 
Germany: Eocene.
Az/azZgra/̂ AZcaZ range Zn /Aargarg 
Priabonian-Lower Otigocene.
Suborder Podocopa SARS, 1866 
Superfamity Bairdiacea SARS, )866 
Famity Bairdidae SARS, 1888 
Genus /3aZ/-JZa McCOY, 1844 
/?a/ra*/a ra/^eAea MONOSTOR), t982 
Pt.3, fig. 6.
)982. Ha/rr/Za rape/Zca n. sp . -  MONOSTORI, pp. 52-53, p t. V, f. t-2. 
t985. RaZrrZZa rape/Zca MONOSTOR). )982 -  MONOSTOR), p. t70, PI. 2, f. 6.
Ae/narAs'
This species was described after sporadicat specimens from Lower Otigocene 
(Kiscett Ctay Formation). The subsequent investigations demonstrated its presence in 
the Upper Eocene (Priabonian) beds of Buda Mart Formation.
Diwcn.sion,s
carapaces L= t.00-t.09mm 
H = 0.63-0.72 mm 
L/H= t.5 t-t.60
Occnrrence
Budapest, Metro H-t borehote t9.8-)8.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehote 4L8- 
68.3 m; Budapest, tbotya u. quarry 7.9 m; Budapest, SzOT-t borehote 7.0 m; 
Budapest. SzOT-6  borehote 6 .0-10.8 m; Cserépváratja-1 borehote 407.4^t07.6 m.
MONOSTOR), M.: Lower Oügocene ostracods from Hungary 35
A/ate/'/a/
10 specimens.
.S'aYa/g/ap/a'ca/ range /n Mmgary 
Priabonian-Lower Otigocene.
3aáY//a? sp ).
Pl. 3, Hg. 7.
/?cMwA.s
Low form with „bairdoid" outlines. The anterior outline is asymmetrical, the dorsal 
one first slight depressed than convex and continuously turns to the blunt posterior 
outline bending over at the lower 1/3 of the height. The ventral outline is slightly 
concave at about the half of the lenght. The surface is smooth.
D/wenTion.s'
carapace L = 0.81 mm 
H = 0.42 m 
L/H = 1.93
OccMrvence
Kiscell-I borehole 83.4 m; Budapest, Ibolya u. quary 7.9 m; Budapest, SzOT-l 
borehole 7.0 m; Budapest, SzOT-6  borehole 10.8 m; Cserépváralja-1 borehole 407.4- 
407.6 m: Budapest, SzOT-2 borehole 58.0 m; Budapest, SzOT-4 borehole 54.0 m.
A/a/er/a/
12 specimens.
-Sfrat/grap/aca/ range /n /Vangarg 
Priabonian-Lower Oligocène.
Genus Cg//?eroworpAa H IRSCHM ANN, 1909
Q / /? er a /narp/7a .s'a Aa//)/aa í/ar.saí/epre.s.sa MONOSTOR], 1985 
PI. 4, figs 1-5.
1985. Cy/AeroworpAa SMAa/piwa í/or^aífepreMa n. ssp. -  MONOSTORI, pp. 171-172.
/(cwarA.s
Specimens of the Hungarian material are wider and sometimes inflated posteriorly 
compared to type of the .saAa/p/na from Switzerland (SCHERER, 1964).
36 /faaa/cy Sc/eanaiian Haí/apeíhaemn. -Sect/o Ceo/ogica 34 (2004)
Dnnenj/on^
carapaces L = 0.38-0.41 mm 
H = 0.21- 0.22 mm 
L/H= 1.94-1.98 
W = 0.18-0.19 mm
Occa/vence
Budapest, Kiscell-I borehole 35.3-62.5 m; Budapest, Metro-3 borehole 36.0-37.0 
m; Budapest; Zugliget outcrop samples 7; Kiseged, 1987 outcrop samples 2 and 3.
Material
42 specimens.
.$/ra//gra77/?;ca/ range /a //angary 
Lower Oligocène.
Superfamilia Cytheracea BAIRD, 1830 
Famila Cytheridae BAIRD, 1830 
Subfamilia Cytherinae BAIRD, 1830 
-Sc/azocyt/?ere? sp.
1983. &r/nzocy//;ere? sp. -  MONOSTORI. p. 173.
/?e/nar/^y
Poorly preserved specimens, perhaps transported or resedimented.
Occarrence




.S'c/?/zocyt/?ere ? sp. juv.
1983. .Sc/ajoeydiere sp. juv. -  MONOSTORI, p. 173.
/?en;arA.s'
Juvenile valves and carapaces, perhaps transported (there are no adult specimens). 
Occarrence
Kiscell-I borehole 89.5 m; Cserépváralja-I borehole 240-265.6 m.
A/a/er/a/
6 specimens.
MoNOSTORi. M.: Lower Oligocène ostracods from Hungary 3 7
Genus fa//eM/7orc/?e//a KlNGMA, )978 
Subgenus Eo/?a//'e/!Aorc/!e//a KÉM, 1966
f o / / e / / 6 o / 'c / ? e / / o  fC o //í/í/en6o /T 'Á e//< :/) .s'n/roven.s/.s BR ESTEN SK Á . )9 7 5
Pl. 4, figs 6-7.
)975. Pű//en6o/'c/:e//a fEo//a//c/!6orc/]e//a) yneove/;.?M n. sp. -  BRESTENSKÁ, pp. 401-403. P). 9. 
f. 1-9.
i 983. Pa(/w6o/-c/!e//a ÍEo;M</en6c/-c/:e//a) s/M/ovez/A/Á BRESTENSKÁ, ! 973 -  MONOSTOR), pp. 
73-!74. Pt. 2, f. 9.
/?e/?;a/*A.s
2 specimens originate from Eger, Wind brickyard, where it was detected by 
BRESTENSKÁ (! 975).
D/ZMe/M/O/M
ieft valve L = 0.48 mm 
H = 0.30 mm 
L/H = 1.60
OccM/TCMce
Eger, Wind brickyard borehole 71.5-77.1 m, Alcsútdoboz-3 borehole 455.5 m
A7a/e/*;a/
3 specimens.
/*m/ge nv/AoM/ M/nga/y 
Czechoslovakia: Oligocene.
&/*ar/g/*a/////'ca/ /Tinge /n /V?/nga/'r'
Oligocene.
Família Leptocytheridae HANA), 1957 
Genus Ca///.sToiy///e/'e RUGGlERi. 1953
Ciz/Z/.s/ocyT/ze/e sp.
PI. 5, fig. 1.
1982. CoZ/M /ocyt/zere sp . -  MONOSTOR), p. 6 7 . PI. V H . f. 4.
1983. Ca///.sVo(y'/icre sp. -  MONOSTOR), pp. 174-175.
Áe//;a/A.s
The sporadical specimens have poor preservation, probably transported material.
38 /!wi<*j/c.s L'/;;ve/'.s'nan.s' ĉ(e/:/M/*í</M /ti«rAipM/;/ie/!.so'. -Secno Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Occw/'cncc
KisceH-t borehoie 57.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehoie Í95.0 m; Városmajor-) 
borehoie 96.7-97.8 m.
3 specimens.
Farniüa Cytherideidae SARS, )925 
Subfamitia Cytherideinae SARS, )925 
Genus EMcyrAenr/eo BRONSTEtN, )930 
EMcyrAer/Jea /-et/CM/ato GOERUCH, )953 
P). 5, figs 2-7, PL 6, figs )-2.
)953. Cyt/;er/r/M reU cK /o/u n. sp. -  GOHRI.lCH. pp. )37-)38, P). 3. figs 40-42.
)982. /'JiK'WAcriVeo re/<cu/a/a GOERLICH, )953 -  MONOSTOR), pp. 67-68, I'! V)). figs 5-7(cutn 
syn).
)985. rencM/ata GOERUCH, )953 -  MONOSTOR), pp. )75-)76, P). 2, fig. !0.
/?cwa/'A.s'
The targe variation of the shape and ornamentation (the iength of the straight dorsa) 
part, the iength/height ratio of the vaives, the sharpness of the reticuiation, the 
dimension of the pits in the reticuiation, the degrees of the convergency of dorsa) and 
ventra) outhnes) are visibte on the SEM photos.
right vaives L = 0.67-0.80 mm (adu)t) 0.53-0.58 mm (juveni)e),
H = 0.38-0.39 mm (adu)t) 0.33-0.34 mm (juveni)e),
L/H= Í.78-Í.85 (adu)t), ).6)-[.69(juveni)e)
carapaces L = 0.68-0.74 mm
H = 0.38-0.40 mm 
L/H = Í.79-Í.85 
W = 0.3)-0.34 mm
GccM/rence
Kisce))-) borehoie 59.5-62.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehoie Í95.0 m; Budapest, 
Metro H -i2 borehoie 32.0-33.0 m; Budapest, iboiya u. quarry 4.4 m; Budapest, 
Zugiiget outcrop sampie 3; Budapest, Törökvész-6  borehoie 4.0-6.5 m; Budapest, 
Törökvész-8  borehoie 3.5-5.5 m; Budapest, Törökvész-i3 borehoie 2.5 m; 
Cserépváraija-i borehoie 336.8-337.0 m: Kiseged road cut sampies 2a, 3a, 3b, 3, t3; 
Kiseged, Í987 outcrop sampies i, 2, 3.
Mr/ívva/
333 specimens.
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.S'nang/a/)Z!;eaZ range wn/iaa/ ZZ:<nga/y
Germany: Rupetian, Switzertand: Rupetian.
.S'/ra/Zg/ayZiZeaZ range Zn 7/angary 
Lower Oligocene.
Genus Cy//?er/r/ea BOSQUET, ! 852 
(y/Ẑ e/ZrZea ex gr. nnZZZer/ (VON MÜNSTER, t 830)
Pt. 6. Hg. 3.
Z?e;narA.s
The singte carapace are simitar to C. /nZZ/ZerZ m/ncaZaZa GOERUCH, )953, the height 
is shifted backward.
Danen.s/on.s
right vatve L = 0.67 mm 
H = 0.36 mm 
L/H = t .86
Ocearrence
Budafok-2 borehote 425.3-449.6 m; Szentendre-2 borehote 1070.0 m.
AZa/erZaZ
3 specimens.
.5a'a//g/'a/)/7/ea/ range /n AZanga/y 
Otigocene.
Q/Zzer/zZea ex gr. perno/a OERTH et KE)J, t956 
Pt.6, Bg. 4.
Z?e/narAs!
The outtines are ctose to this species. The ornamentation is somewhat reduced. 
Dnwcn.s/on.s'
teft vatve L = 0.93 mm 
H = 0.50 mm 
L/H = t .86
Occarrence
Varbo-50 borehote 541 .7-543.2 m.
AZn/er/nZ
t specimen.
40 /tnaa/es ZVa/versaan.! &Zen<<ara/K /ZaiZa/7e.s'/ine;;.s/.s. -S'eci/o Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Genus M ocypr/i/e/s Kon.MANN, 1960
A//ocypr;2/eM rara  (GOERLtCH, t953)
Pt. 6, Hgs5-8, PL 7, fig. t.
)953. Cyyrá/e/s? rare n. sp. - CoERUCH. pp. !30-!3!. T ].. f. I 
1957. Cypr/r/e/s rara GOERUCU -  GOERUCU, p. 78,
1973. A//ocypr/&a'.s' rara (GOER!.!CH) -  BRESTENSKÁ. p. 398, T. 5, f. ]-6.
]982. .W /oQ 'pr«7eó' rara &rapta n. ssp. -  MONOSTOR!, pp. 36-37, PL !X. figs 8-9.
!985. A//ocypr/&as rara (GoERUCH, Í953)- MONOSTOR!, pp. I82-Í83. P). 3. f. 9-iO. Pi. 4.. f. i.
/?cn;arA.s
in MONOSTOR! ()985) the targe variabitity of the species in severat Otigocene 
sections is described, tn Hárshegy Sandstone Formation an ecotogicat variety is present 
with circummarginat break of vatves, named in MONOSTOR! (t982) as subspecies 
Jerap/a.
Dnnen.s/on.s
carapaces L = 0.59-0.65 mm 
H = 0.3t-0.34 mm 
L/H = t.74-!.97
Occarrence
Pitisszentkereszt Sz t-74 section samptes g, h, i, i?, j.
Ma/er/a/
321 specimens.
S/raf/grap/aca/ range uá/?aa/ //¡rngary
Germany: Rupetian; Switzertand: Rupetian.
^trat/grapA/ca/ range /a //angary 
Otigocene.
Genus Cya/noeyr/rer/r/ea OERTL!, )956
(ya/noey/Ae/'/a'ea pane/a/e//a (BOSQUET, 1852)
Pt. 7, figs 2-3.
!852. Paar/Za panetate/Za n. sp. -  BOSQUET, p. 26, PL !, fig. !0.
]985. Cyawocyt/!e<Tr/ea pancta/e//a (BOSQUET, !852) -  MONOSTOR!, pp. !80-!8!. Pt. 3, fig. 6. 
(cum syn)
MONOSTOR!, M.: Lower Otigocene ostracods from ) lungary 4)
42 /ÍMMa/M ö*M/wr.s'áaa.s' ^cieat/ara/a őaofapeyAáie/Mn. -S'ecao Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
/Aa/aa/'A.s
The shape of vaives with sporadica) pores are caracteristic for this species athoug) 
the preservation is poor.
Di/Hc/M'/c/M'
carapace L = 0.62 mm 
H = 0.32 mm 
L/H = ].94 
W = 0.30 mm
AAaaar/caae
Piiisszentkereszt Sz )-74 section, samptes i, ii
AVate/'/a/
2 specimens.
^//aA/grap/a'ca/ /*a/?ge w ///?a;a A/;a?ga/*y
France: Stampian-Aquitanian; Switzeriand: Rupeiian-Chattian; Germany:
Rupeiian; Czechosiovakia: Ggerian.
,S'a aag/ a/)/;/i'a/ /*a/?ge /a A/aagary 
Oligocene.
Genus A/c/wicyp/iA/c/.s MALZ et TRIEBEL, !970
//c/a/ayp/';<7cá' aaAe/oco.s/aAa MONOSTORI. ]982 
Pi. 7, figs 4-7.
19X2. A/e;Htcyprá/e/s? aa/eraca.s/a/a n. sp. -  MONOSTORI, pp. 32-34., PI. !.. f. 2.
/?e/Ma/*A.r
Characteristic are the „frame-iike" ornamentai eiements in iaterai view and the iarge 
dimensions compared to simiiar AA Ae/vet/ca. Variations are described in MONOSTOR! 
(Í982).
Di/Hcmiaas'
carapaces L = 0.90-0.98 mm 
H = 0.46-0.54 mm 
L /H = i.8 i-i.96
Gccarreaca
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section sampies h, i, ¡2, j.
AVaAe/'/a/
]4 specimens.
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.Strat/gaa^/aca/ aaage /a 7/aagaay 
Lower Oligocène.
7/caa/cy/?a/a'c;.s' /te/vet/ca (LiENHNK).AUS, ] 895)
PI. 7, fig. 8, PI. 8. figs 1-4.
1895. Cy?/:en<7ea ;na//er/ var. /¡e/wnca n. var. -  LtENENKt.AUS. p. 26, PI. H, fig. 6.
1970. //i'M;;cyp/ àAa.S' /¡e/waca (L)ENENKLAUS, 1895) -  MALZ et TR)EBEL p. 13, pi. 13. figs 102- 
105.
1972. /¡e/vet/ra (HENENKLAUS, 1895) -  ÜARBONNEL, PI. IV, f. ] 1-12.
1972. №/M/cy/7r;&us Ae/veaca (L)ENENKLAUS. 1895)- KEEN. PI. 52, f. I 1-12.
1972. /Ve/nfcyprà&aA' /¡e/vea'ca (L)ENENKLAUS, 1895) -  DOEB). & SONNE, p. 72, PI. 14, f. 12 a, c. 
1978. /¡e/vea'oa (L)ENENKt.AUS, !895)-MAt.z, PI. I, f. 1-2.
1982. //ewcyprà/eà' /ie/waca (L)ENENKEAUS, 1895) -  MONOSTOR), pp. 34—35, P). I, tigs 3-5. 
(cum syn.)
1983. /!e/veaca(L)ENENKEAUS, 1895) -  JiRif'EK. PI. I. f. I.
1985 //eauoy/j/'à/e/y /¡g/waca (l.niNENKt.AUS, ]895)-MoNOSTOR[,pp. 181-182, PI. 3, figs 7-8. 
1985. //e/uây/2a/&ay /¡e/veaca (LtENENKLAUS, 1895) -  DUCASSE et al., PI. 76, f. 15.
1992. //eaucy/^'/&a.s' /;<?/veaca (L)ENENKEAUS, 189 5 )-APOSTOLESCU, ÜUERNET. p. 108, PI. 2, f.
1.4.
1993. //eaacypa/ifcM /:e/waea (L)ENENKLAUS, 1895) -  OLL]V]ER-P)ERRE et al.. PI. IV, f. 3.
1995. //eanctyrnfeM /:e/veUca (L)ENENKLAUS, 1895) -  DUCASSE, pp. I 17-119, PI. 3, f. 1-7.
/?<?a;a/%.T
The ornamental elements are mainly well-distinct knobs and the dimensions are 
small compared to similar /7. aa/eaaco.s/a/a. Variations are described in MONOSTOR] 
(1982).
Daneaj/oa.?
carapaces L = 0.59-0.68 mm 
H = 0.32-0.35 mm 
L/H = 1.80-2.06
Occ;a'/'cac'g
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section samples g, h, i, ¡2, j.
Ma/ea/a/
372 specimens.
.SVaar/g/a/^A/ca/ aaage wt'/Aaa/ /Va/?ga/y
France: Oligocène; Belgium: Tongrian-Rupelian; Netherlands: Upper Tongrian; 
Germany: Chattian; Switzerland: Rupelian-Chattian: Czechoslovakia: Kiscellian- 
Egerian; Ukraine: Oligocène.
.S7/'aag/ ap/?/ca/ aaage /a //aaga/y 
Oligocène.
44 /laaa/es Uwve/s/íaíM ^c/ea//a/*Ma; Raífapeínaeay/s'. áecNo Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
//e/w/Qp/ /Jc/.s' /?a/*va/a MALZ et TRtEBEL, ) 970 
P). 8, Hgs 5-8.
1970. / /c w/cy/jW&'á, /?a/*va/a n. sp. -  MALZ et TRtEBEL, pp. ! 1-12. Pl. 6. figs 39-44.
1982. C y th c r id e in a e c f ./Vem/ctyv7í/eM/;w*vM/a MALZ etTRiEBEL. 1970- MONOSTORI, pp. 33— 
36. Id I. f. 6-8. (cu m  syn.)
/sV/warA.s
There are some specimens in Piiisszentkercszt outcrop and in Városmajor-] 
borehole having shape characteristic for /Ve/mcy/M*á/e/.s' o/we/t.st.s' MALZ & TRIEBEL, 
1970 (the straight middle part of the dorsal outline slopes moderately rather than 
breaking abruptly). There is a rather great variation of the outline in our material, so I 
think o/wewM only is a morpha of the species /yarva/a.
D/we/M/otM
carapaces L = 0.84-0.92 mm 
H = 0.40-0.47 mm 
L/H = 1.81-2.10
OccM/7'c/rce




-Sa'af/gra/y/i/ca/ raage na7/to;a 7/tmga/y 
Germany: Sannoisian.
.Saat/g/a/y/t/ca/ raage /a 7/tmga/y 
Lower Oligocene.
Subfamila Schulerideinae MANDELSTAM, I960 
Genus ,S'i7m/er;<7ea SWARTZ et SWAIN, 1946
.S'c/itt/cr/Jea rawact'ca OERTLI. 1956 
PI. 9, figs 1-2.
1956. ^c/ta/er/ifearaarac/ca n. sp. -O E R T L t, pp. 47-50. PI. 5. figs 110-123.
1982. .S'i'/ia/cn&arawac/ca OtiRH.t. 1936-MONOSTORt. pp. 37-38. Pl. I. tigs 9-13. (cum syn.)
/?caiarA.s
Shape and ornamentation characteristic for this species.
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D/wew/ons
carapaces L = 0.80-0.87 mm 
H = 0.5 ]-0.54 mm 
L/H = i.57-t.6i
ŰCCZ/rrcnCŐ
Piiisszentkereszt Sz ]-74 section sampies h, ¡2, j.
AVaZcr/a/
7 specimens.
-Strar/grap/aca/ range u'á/;o;a //angary
France: Stampian; Germany: Rupeiian; Switzeriand: Rupeiian.
&raZ/gra/r/:/ca/ range /n //angary  
Lower Oiigocene.
.Se/w/er/a'ea ra a r  acZ/ó/wá MONOSTOR), !985 
Pi. 9, Hgs 3-5.
)985. 5'e/n</ern/earaarac//bran.s- n. sp. -  MONOSTORI, pp. Í84-Í85.. Pi. 4.. fig. 3.
/?e/narA.!
On some scanning photos ver)' dense and weak minor pits are visibie on the surface 
of vatves contrasted with the targe, deep pits of &'/?. raaraczca.
Dnnen.s/an.s
carapaces L = 0.98-1. i i mm 
H = 0.6 - 0.68 mm 
L/H = i.48-i.62 
W = 047 mm
Occarrence
Budapest, Városmajor-) borehoie 96.7-98.5 m; Budapest, Zugiiget outcrop sampie 
№3, Kiseged road cut section sampies 3b, )2; Kiseged, Í987 outcrop sample i.
AVaZer/a/
!9 specimens.
.S'ZraZ/gra/?/?)ca/ range /n //angary 
Lower Oiigocene.
46 /Inna/ei fAawr.s'aan.T ^cteanaraa; /A<&i/)<?jaaca.s/.s'. &c/;o Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Genus CaneocytAere LlENENKLAUS, ! 894 
Subgenus Caneocy/Aere LlENENKLAUS, I 894
Caneocy/Aere (GnneoqytAerq) w arg/nata aA;/era</e/^/'e.s.sa MONOSTOR], !982 
PI. 9, figs 6-7, P). )0. figs !-3 .
1982. GaneocytAere (Ganeocy/Aere^ /aarg/nata a a te ro & p re M a  n. sp. -  MONOSTORI, pp. 68-70, 
PI. VH. figs 8-10.
1985. Gaaeocy/Aere (Caaeocy/Aere9 " ¡ a r g a a a a  aafero A e/rrcM a MONOSTOR], 1982 -  MONOSTOR!, 
p. 183. PI.4, f. 4-6.
1985. Cuncocythcre (GaaeocytAere^ a;arg/aa/a aiarg/aafa (LlENENKLAUS. 1893) -  MONOSTORI.
p. 186.
/?ea;nrAs'
A few specimens of Zugliget outcrop show somewhat stronger anterior 
ornamentation. These rare transitionai forms in the materia) raise the question: 
subspecies or ecotogical niorpha?
Daaen.s/an.s'
right valve L = 0.57 mm 
H = 0.28 mm 
L/H = 2.00
left valves L = 0.53-0.61 mm 
H = 0.33-0.40 mm 
L/H= 1.33-1.71
Gccarrence
Kiscell-I borehole 51.6-62.5 m; Budapest Metro H-3 borehole 193.0-195.0 m; 
Budapest Metro H -ll/a  borehole 59.0-61.0 m; Budapest Metro H-13 borehole 36.0-
37.0 m; Budapest Torokvesz-6  borehole 2.3-4.3 m; Budapest Torokvesz-8  borehole 
2.5-3.5 m; Budapest Torokv6sz-!3 borehole 2.0-2.5 m; Budapest Varosmajor-I 
borehole 96.7-98.5 m; Budapest Zugliget outcrop sample 7; Kiseged road cut section 
samples 2a, 3a, 3b, 4, 12, 13; Kiseged 1987 section samples I. 2, 3.
M ater/a/
291 specimens.
.S7rnAgrn/)A/c'n/ /w igs a? /Vangary 
Lower Oligocene.
Caneocy/Aere (Caneocy/Aere) tranca/a LlENENKLAUS, 1894 
PI. 10, fig 4.
1894. Caaeocy/Aere traaca/a n. sp. -  LlENENKLAUS. p. 260, T. XVHI, P. 6.
1985. Gaaeacy/Aere traacata LtENENKt.AUS, 1894 -  MONOSTOR], pp. 186-188, PI. 4. f. 7. (cum 
syn.)
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/?ea;a/'A.s'
About the species-validity see MONOSTORi (1985).
Daaea.s'/oa.y
left valve L = 0.48mm 
H = 0.3lmm 
L/H = 1.55




Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section sample H; Szentendre-2 borehole 1071.0 m; 
Alcsutdoboz-3 borehole 373.0 m.
AVaZ<?/*za/
7 specimens.
.S/raZ/grapA/ca/ raage w/zAoaZ f/a a g a ^
Germany: Rupelian-Ghattian, Czechoslovakia: Kiscellian-Egerian.
AraZ/grapA/ca/ /aag e  a? /7aaga/j'
Oligocene.
Familia Krithidae MANDELSTAM, I960 
Genus A*;a/?e BRADY, CROSS KEY & ROBERTSON, 1874
Av'/V/re pa/a//a.sa (BOSQUET, 1852)
PI. 10, figs 5-7.
1852. Cyz/!e/*<Weapap///oAa n. sp. -  BOSQUET, p. 42, PI. HI, f. 5.
1982. /&/;/:epa/?<V/(Mn(BOSQUET. !852)-MONOSTOR[, pp. 138-140, PI. I, fig 14. (cum syn.) 
/?e/aaz*As'
Description o f  the materials in MONOSTORI (1982).
DZamas/aas'
carapaces L = 0.71-0.74 mm 
H = 0.3l-0.39mm 
L/H = 2.24-1.95
Occiareacg
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section samples h, i, Q, j.
48 /fM/M/ey L'/HW''.S'<V<'!//.S' Xc;en//or<w; /t!;A;/7e.s7;̂ i'/;.s*/.s. .S*er7<o Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Mofe/'/a/
90 specimens.
.SARt/gr^pA/ca/ raage u/y/?a;// //;wgwy
Germany: Burdigaiian; France: Lutetian?, Stampian-Burdigaiian; Czechosiovakia 
Egerian; Ukraine: Oiigocene.
.9/raf/g/a/?A/ca/ raagc m A/;//7ga/y 
Lower Oiigocene.
Avv'tAe /?e/7!o/i/es' (BORNEMANN, ! 855)
Pi. i i, figs i-6.
i 855. Ai/rr/M/?e/7!0<WeA* n. sp. -  BORNEMANN, Pi. XX., figs 7-8.
)982. (BoRNEMANN, )855) -  MONOSTORI. pp. 55-56, Pi. V. figs 4-iO (cutr
syn.)
i985. A f W/ A e ( B o R N E MA N N ,  )855) -  MoNOSTORt. pp. )89-i90. PI. 4. f. 9.
Ae/wa/Ls'
The frequent change of the L/H is conspicuous.
D/weas/oas
right vaives L = 0.63-0.72 mm 
H = 0.27-0.34 mm 
L/H = 2.) 0-2.30
ieft vaives L = 0.63-0.77 mm 
H = 0.30-0.38 mm 
L/H = 2.03-2.] 2
carapaces L = 0.47-0.66 mm 
H = 0.26-0.33 mm 
L/H = i.82-2.43 
W = 0.20-0.32 mm
OccM/7'eMce
Kisceii-i borehole 83.4 m; Budapest, Metro H-i borehoie )4.8-60.0 m; Budapest, 
Metro H-3 borehoie 56.8-i02.i m; Budapest, Metro H-5/i borehoie 42.0-47.) m: 
Budapest, Metro H-7 borehoie 22.0-84.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/i borehoie 26.0-
75.0 m: Budapest, Metro H-8/i borehole 20-0-32.0 m; Budapest. Metro H-9 borehoie 
[9.5-59.8 m: Budapest, Metro H-i i borehoie 23.5 m; Budapest, iboiya u. quarry i.2 
m; Budapest, SzOT-i borehoie 7.0 m; Budapest, SzOT-2 borehoie 46.0 m: Budapest. 
SzOT-4 borehole 54.0 m; Szentendre-2 borehoie 700.0-i 200.0 m; Varbo-50 borehoie 
445.0^)5) 0 m; Cserepvaraija-i borehoie 2] i.0-286.0 m: Eger Wind brickyard 
borehoie 66.8-73.i m; Kiseged manganiferous ciay sampies i, 4; Szoioske outcrop 
sampie i3.
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A/ater/a/
2!7 specimens.
57/'a/;g/*a/?/H'ca/ /aagc wá/toa/ //;a?gary
Germany: Upper Eocene-Lower Miocene; Beigium, Netheriands: Rupelian; itaiy: 
Miocene; Ukraine: Otigocene.
.S//Ya/g/a/7/?;óY;/ /aage /a //aaga/y 
Middie Eocene-Upper Oiigocene.
sp. !
Pi. U ,fig. 7.
Ẑ e/wa/'A.s
Short form with broadiy and asymmetricaiiy rounded posterior end. The ventrai 
outiine neariy straight, the dorsai one broadiy rounded. Similar to Af/c/-ocyt/?e/-ara 
aat/q'aa n. sp. in MÉHES (i94i) with its outiines.
D;7aea.s/aa.s
carapace L = 0.57 mm 
H = 0.30 mm 
L/H = i .90
Occarvcace
Budapest, Metro H-7/i borehoie 54.5-55.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehoie 29.4- 
3).4 m; Szentendre-2 borehoie )068.0 m.
Afatez/a/
3 specimens.
,S7/ aag/ a/)A/ca/ / aage /a 7/aagar)'
Lower Oiigocene.
/f/ á/íe sp. 2 
Pi. i2, figs i-2.
/?e/aar^
Forms, simitar to /wtoaea.s/.s' or /a/at/ with their outiines, but iess acuted 
posterioriy.
Occarreace
Eger, Wind brickyard borehoie 50.3-77.) m.
Afater/a/
i i specimens.
50 /fuua/M L7!ae/'.s'àaa.s' &/enaaru/M RYi/a/̂ cy/;neu.s/.s'. .S'crna Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
.S7raa'g/ap/?/ca/ /ange /n /V;/nga/*y 
Lower Oiigocene.
Para/:r/7Ae coy/aton/arg/na/a MONOSTOR), )982 
Pi. !2, fig. 3.
[982. /'a/'cA/'/z/ie coy/a/c/narg/na/a n. sp. -  MONOSTOR], pp. 34-55. IN. V. fig. 3.
PcwarLs-
According to new specimens onty the anterior depressed area and the „rib* 
originated so are constant, the posterior marginai eievation is tess characteristic.
0/7nen.s/o//.s:
carapace L = 0.59 mm 
H = 0.20 mm 
L/H = 2.70
Occ//rrence




.S7/a//g/a///?/ca/ range in Hungary 
Lower Oiigocene.
Pa/aAr/VAe sp. i 
PI. !2, Hgs4-5.
PewarA.s
This species is characterized by broadiy rounded asymmetricai posterior end and 
deep and asymmetricai ventrai embayment at 0.45 of the iength.
DnHcn.s/on.s
carapace L = 0.54 mm 
H = 0.20 mm 
L/H = 2.70
Occurrence
Budapest, Metro H-7 borehoie 94.0-99.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-8  borehoie i8.0 
m; Kiseged manganiferous ciay sampie 4.
AVater/a/
4 specimens.
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.S 'aaagra/j/aia/ /aag e  /a 7/aagary 
Lower Otigocene.
FamiliaTrachyleberididae SY LV ESTER -B R A D LEY , 1948 
SubfamiliaTrachileberidinae SY LV ESTER -B R A D LEY , 1948 
Genus 77*acAy/e6er;.s BR A D Y , 1898
7'/ai7?y7c6cr;.s' cf. .s/;a;o.sa (LlENENKLAUS, 1900)
PI. 12, fig. 6.
1982. TracAy/e^erM- cf. .syiao.sa (LtENENKt.AUS. 1900) -  MoNOSTORt. p. 36.
/?ea?a/*̂ .s
The single left valve has shape of this species with remains of dense, unregular 
spines.
D/we/M/ofM'
carapace L = 0.80 mm 
H = 0.42 mm 
L/H = 1.90
Occrareace
Budapest, Metro H-3 borehole 99.8-102.1 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehole 19.5- 
20 m; Budapest, SzOT-1 borehole 16.0 m.
Mate//a/
2 specimens.
Genus CrMta NEVlANt, 1928
Co.sta /icrw/ WlTl, 1967 
PI. 12, fig. 7, PI. 13, figs 1-7, PI. 14, fig. 1.
1967. CtMTa Ae/vn/ n. sp. -  WtTT, p. 30, PI. 1. tigs 21-26.
1982. Co.Ma WtTT, 1967 -  MoNOSTORt, pp. 57-38. PI. V, figs ! 1-12, PI. VI. fig. 1. (cum 
syn.)
1982. Cojta cf. /ieraa WtTT, 1967 -  MoNOSTORt, pp. 40-41, Pt. H, fig. 1.
1983. Coy/a cf. /Kawu WtTT, 1967 -  MoNOSTORt. p. 192.
/?c/wa/A.s'
The large variability is discussed in MONOSTORi (1982) Co^/a cf. Aer/a/ in 
MONOSTORt (1982) according to new specimens fits into the variability detected at 
Oiigocene materials of Hungary.
32 /taaa/M //a/Ae/'.siaa/.s' ^c/eat/ara/a Hia/a/2c.saaf/;.s';.s'. -S'ec;/a Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
D/a;ea.s/aa.s
L = 0 .8 t-0 .94m m  
H = 0.42-0.5] mm 
L/H = !.84-t.96
OCCW'/'CMCC
Budapest, Metro H-) borehote ] t.8-60.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-2 borehoie 32.7- 
34.6 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehote ]9.5-68.3 m; Budapest, Metro H-7 borehoie
24.0-99.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/1 borehote 37.4—42.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-8 
borehote )8.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehote 47.4-59.8 m; Budapest, Roka hegy; 
Budafok-2 borehote 367.5-370.5 m; Sotymar-72 borehote 297.4-298.0 m; Sotymar 
brickyard outcrop sampte t7; Pitisszentkereszt Sz !-74 section samptes g, ¡2; 
Szentendre-2 borehote 626.0-]]00.0 m; Esztergom t23 borehote )99.0-4t0.0 m: 
Varbo-50 borehote 394.t-494.6 m; Eger Wind brickyard borehote 50.3-80.3 m; 
Szotoske outcrop samptes 11, t4; Atcsutdoboz-3 borehote 504.0 m.
V/ate/'/a/
88 specimens.
.9aaag/*a/?/;/ca/ raage //aagw y
Germany: Chattian-Aquitanian; Czechostovakia: Kiscettian-Egerian.
.S7/'a/;g/'a/V?/ca/ /aag e  a? //aag a /y  
Priabonian-Upper Otigocene.
Genus /Ig/eaoQTAe/e BENSON, )972
/fg /'c a o c y T /ie T e  o /Y //a a /a  (D EL TE L, 19 6 1)
Pt. t4, Egs 2-4.
)96t. SrarZ/eya oaif/aata n. sp . -  DELTEL, pp. 159-161. pi. t5, figs 262-264.
1964. /?/'a<7/eya o'vAaafa n. sp. -  DELTEL, pp. 187-189. figs )26-t27.
)977. /tg/eaocyt/iere 6ea.sa/a n. sp. -  POKORNY. pp. 384-390, text-figs t-5, PI. t, figs 1-3.
1982. /tgrcaocyt/tere aca/eata/oraas n. sp. -  MONOSTORI. pp. 58-60. PI. VI, fig. 2.
1985. /)greaocy//a?/*e bea.soa/ POKORNY. 1977- MONOSTORI. pp. )9I—)92, PI. 5. f. t-2.
1985. ,4gaeaocy//;eae orif/aata (DELTEL, ]964) — DucASSE et al.. p. 286. PI. 79. figs 3-5.
1996. ^Ig/Y aacyT /aae a/x f/aa^a (DELTEL. ]96l)-MONOSTORI.p-49,PI. !7.figs7-8, PI. 18. figs 
t-3.
Z/c/aa/As






Budapest, Metro H-7 borehoie 22.0-36.0 m; Cserepvaratja-i borehoie 407.4-407.6 
m; Eger, Wind brickyard borehoie 75.4-77.) nt.
Afa/ez*ra/
5 specimens.
.S'zzYzZ/gzYz/z/zzcYz/ zYzzzge uv'z/zoM / 7/zzzzgazy
France: Eocene-Oiigocene; Czechosiovakia: Lower-Middie Eocene, Lower 
Oiigocene?
.S'ZzYzZ/gZYi/z/z/YYz/ r r w g e  zzz /V zzzrgazy 
Bartonian-Lower Oiigocene.
Genus P/ezygocyz/zeze/.s Bt.AKE, i933
P/ezygocy/Aez-cM cf. cezYi/o/ztez-a (BOSQUET, i 852)
PI. i4, figs 5-7.
PezzzrrzA.s
Pooriy preserved specimens. The outiines and the visibie ornamentai eiements are 
corresponding to that of the most figures in the iiterature (inciuding BRESTENSKA, i975 
from Eger, Hungary).
D/zrzezM'/'ozM
carapace L = 0.92-0.83 mm 
H = 0.4 i-0.48 mm 
L/H = i.9i-2.07 
W = 0.42 mm
OccMz*z*ezice




,SZZYZ//gZYZ/z/!/6Yz/ ZYZZZgg ZZ! /ViZZZgrZZy
Oiigocene.
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fre/'ygcc)7/7e/'c;.s n. sp?
PI 15, figs 1-2.
/?e/?;nrA.s
Poorly preserved specimens. The form has big and blunt anteromarginal spines, two 
to four, also big and blunt dorsal spines, rare posterior spines (the dorsal and ventral 
terminal ones are longer), the ventral keel is well developed in the median part o f the 
length, with some -  mainly indistinct -  spines. The anteromarginal and ventral keels are 
disconnected, the anteromarginal keel runs somewhat below the ventral keel. The main 
part of the lateral surface is smooth.
D/rHe/M/cfM
carapace L =  1.17-1.18 mm 
H = 0.58 mm 
L/H = 2.02-2.03
Occurrence
Budapest, Torokvesz-8 borehole 3.0-7.0 m; Kiscell-1 borehole 59.6 m; Kiseged 
1987 outcrop, sample 1.
A7a/e/7n/
20 specimens.
.SVrangra/7/7/cn/ range /n //angary 
Lower Oligocene.
Genus Ec/nnocyrAere/.? Pnm, 1954
Ec/nnocy/^crers' /zga/a LlENENKLAUS, 1896 
PI. 15, fig. 3.
1896. Cy?/;ere /fga/a n. sp. -  LtENBNKEAUS. pp. PI. H. fig. 3.
1956. Ec/7<nocy7/!ereM ? //ga/a (LtENENKLAUS. 1896)- OERTLI. pp. 81-82, PI. 10, figs 281-284. 
PI. 11. figs 285-290.
1969. 6r/Hncfy?/:ereH; //ga/a (LlENENKLAUS. 1896) -  SCUEREMETA, pp. 195-196. PI. XV111. fig. 
12.
1982. Ec/anocy//:ere/i aff. //ga/a (l.tENENKi.AUS. 1896) -  MoNOSTORi. pp. 41-42. PI. 11. fig. 2. 
Ee/narEs
After the new scanning photo the species determination is sure.
Z№nen.s7on.s'
carapace L = 0.81 mm 
H = 0.41 mm 
L/H = 1.98
54 /IwM/es L'n/wr.s/aaA ^c/ennaraa; /tar/a^e.sfaiea.n.s'. .S'cc^o Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Ocew/eMce
Pilisszentkereszt Szt-74 section sampie h.
A7ater/a/
] specimen.
<Syra7/gra/?/?/ca/ /aage waAoa/ Ma?ga?y
Germany: Rupeiian; Switzeriand: Rupeiian; Ukraine: Oiigocene.
,S'9aUgray/aca/ raage m 7/aaga/y 
Lower Otigocene.
Genus T/ea/yAowe/Za Pum, )957
7/ea/yAowe//a a.syer/;a;a (REUSS, 1850)
Pt. t5, figs 4-7, Pt. ]6. figs !-3.
)850. Crpra/ma a.rperrana n. sp. -  REUSS, p. 74., pi. X., fig. 5.
1981. 7/ewy/;owe//a asper/iwa (REUSS, 1850) -  MONOSTORt, pp. )95-!96. PI. 5, figs 5-6. 
/CewarA.S'
The variabitity o f  the materia! o f Hungary is described in MONOSTORl ()982, !985). 
D/wea.s/oa.s
carapace L = 0.67-0.72 mm 
H = 0.37-0.39 mm 
L/H = !.54-].97 
W = 0.32-0.33 mm
instars L = 0.42-0.59 mm 
H = 0.37-0.39 mm 
L/H = L54-L97
OccM/reace
Kiscett-t borehote 83.4 m; Budapest, Metro H-t borehote 56.8-60.0 m; Budapest, 
Metro H-3 borehote 99.8-t02.t m; Budapest, Metro H-5/t borehote 28.0-42.0 m; 
Budapest, Metro H-7 borehote ]9.8-t08.4 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/t borehote 33.3-
55.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehote t9.5-59.8 m; Budapest, Metro H-t t borehote
23.5 m; Szentendre-2 borehote 809.0 m; Varbo-50 borehote 396-0-530.0 m; 
Cserepvaratja-t borehote 265.4-387.7 m: Eger Wind brickyard borehote 50.3-54.2 m; 
Szotoske outcrop samptes t t ,  t3, )4.
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AVater/a/
95 specimens.
A/af/grapA/ca/ /aage u /V:vagary
Germany: Otigocene-Miocene; France: Otigocene-Ptiocene; ttaiy: Miocene; 
Czechostovakia: Otigocene-Miocene.
$0*a0g/*a/)/?;ca/ /aage /a №a?ga/y 
Bartonian-Upper Otigocene.
Subfamitia Buntoniinae APOSTO).ESCU, t96t 
Genus f/*o/o6aa/oa/aGREKOFP, ¡934
fro/o6aa^oa/a .sa6/a//.s'.s'áHa arcaafocos/a (BRESTENSKÁ, )975)
PI. t6, Hgs4-5.
!975. №am/;/a .sa6/a7;.s¿'/7;a; arcaa/ccasra n. ssp -  BRESTENSKÁ, pp. 395-396, Pt. 9, iigs t-8.
! 982. B:a:m7;/a^a6/aa3'^á7!aa/*Ci<amcoyta BRESTENSKÁ, t975 —MONOSTORI. pp. 62- 63. Pt. V t. 
figs 6-7.
/¿cwarA.s'
The „sharpness" o f the reticutation is variabte.
D;7/;e/?.s/o/7.\'
carapaces L = 0 .46-0 .51 mm 
H = 0 .3 t-0.34 mm 
L/H = t.4 8 -t.5 0
OccM/reace
Budapest, Metro H-3 borehote 96.8-99.8 m; Budapest, Metro H -9 borehote 33.5- 
55.6 m: Eger, Wind brickyard borehole 73.t-73 .6  m.
AVate/ia/
5 specimens.
<%raOgrap/7/i'a/ raage wâAraa Z/;/aga/i'
Czechostovakia: Otigocene.
-S/raf/gra^A/ca/ /aage /a //aaga/y 
Otigocene.
Subfamitia Campytocytherinae PUR), i960 
Genus ¿ega/taaocp/AereA HOWE et LAW, ]936
¿egawmocp/Aere/.s' .s'a/aeaaa OERTLI, t956 
Pt. t6, Eg. 6.
)956. A c g ia /a a a c y í/ie rc á  so /v ;c a a a  n. sp. -  OERTL). pp. 9t-93. Pt. t2. figs 320-337.
56 ¿Aíá'c/'.s'áaa.s' /hí&)pc.s'ía;ta;.s;.!. 5'ccno Geo/og;co 34 (2004)
1975. ¿ega/a/nocyt/tere/ssarneana OERTU, I956-DOEBL, SONNE, pp. 144-143, Pi. 3. figs !8a, 
c
non 1980. /.ega/H/nacy;/:crc/.s' soraeana OERTU, 1936-OETEANU, pi. VI, fig. ] I.
1982. ¿ e g a a n M a c y tA e re M so rw a n a  OERTU. 1936 -  MONOSTOR!. pp. 42—43. PI. II, tig. 3.
D;/wen.s/an.S'
carapace L = 1.12 mm 
H = 0.54 mm 
L/H = 2.07
Occarrence
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section sample i.
A/ater/a/
I specimen.
-Sfrangra/7/nca/ raage unAoa/ //angary
Switzerland: Rupelian; Germany: Rupelian.
,S7/ a/;g/*a/7/:/c'a/ range /n //angary 
Lower Oligocène.
¿egannnoryt/tere/y ? ce//a/ata/nrnn.s n. sp.
PI. 16, fig. 7, PI. 17, Mg. I.
1982. Z.ega/;unacy//!ere;s ex gr. sarneana OERTU, 1956 -  MONOSTORt. 1985. pp. 196-197. PI. 3. 
tigs 7-8.
Der/vat/o nonnnà*






Kiscellian Tard Clay Formation, sample 12.
D/agna.s/.s'
The ornamentation is distinct and uniform polygonal network.
Descr/pOon
The anterior outline of the left valves is asymmetrical, its ventral radius is smaller 
than the dorsal one. At 0.2 of the length the anterior outline connected with -120° angle
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to the straight dorsa) outiine abrupted between 0.6 and 0.8 of tength by the dorsa) 
sweiting. The posterior outiine begins after a -t00° break, its upper part is concave, 
tower part is convex with biunt dentices. The ventrai outline neariy straight.
Ornamentation: distinct poiygona) network covers the surface, it is obviousiy 
ordered oniy near the anterior and ventrai margin. There is a biunt knot at the cardinai 
angie. There are ventrai and posterodorsai sweiiings. The fiat posterior end is neariy 
smooth. The right vaive is very similar.
(carapaces)
L = 0.60-HO mm 
H = 0.36-0.64 mm 
L/H = i.66-2.23
There are some more eiongated specimens (perhaps mates). Variabie is the 
appearance of the ornamentation on the posterior end of the vaives, the position and 
angie of the anterior-dorsai contact and the cardinai angie may be more or iess 
protruding.
Co/7?/7<M'/.TOH
The ornamentation and the shape of the carapace is not anaiogous those of the 
.sorueowa, as was beiieved in MONOSTOR] (i982). Much more simiiar form is 
ceZ/M/ata DUCASSE (i963), but detaiis of the ornamentation differ.
67ccM/ve/?c<?
Budapest, Zugiiget outcrop sampie 3; Kiseged road cut section, sampies 3a, i2.
Afr/ter/u/
)3 specimens.
rw7ge //? //imga/y 
Lower Oiigocene.
Famiiia Hemicytheridae PUR), )953 
Subfamiiia Hemicytherinae PUR), i953 
Genus WtTT, i967
A/egi//?c/u;Q7/?c/ c oert/// Wl'rr, [967 
Pi. i7, figs 2-6.
i967. MegaAewcy/Ae/'e oert/u oert/u n. sp. et ssp. -  W)TT. p. 69, Pi. 6, figs 9-i2. 
i985? oe<v//< WiTT, )967 — MONOSTORI. p. i99.
58 L'Mocrsuan.s' .S'cruo Geo/og/cu 34 (2004)
Most of the specimens have more reduced ornamentation as the type materia! of 
W]TT (!967): they have practicahy smooth tatéra! surface. Characteristic is the sinuous 
dorsa! outhne and the b!unt ventra! sweüing.
D//Ncn.s/o .̂s'
carapaces L = ).24-!.42 mm 
H = 0.76-0.79 mm 
L/H = !.39-!.82 
W = 0.66 mm
OccMrreMce
Budapest, Városmajor-! borehote 96.7-97.8 m; Budapet, Törökvész-8 borehote 3.5 




SZ/'aZzgra/zAzc'a/ zxzzzge w/z/zo:zZ //zzzzgazy 
Germany: Rupehan.
.Sz/ aag/'a/^A/ca/ range /n //angary 
Lower Otigocene.
fa/arnye//a? sp. I 
PL !7, fig. 7.
/¿ewar/.s'
The dorsa! and ventra! outhnes are nearty parade) and nearty straight. The anterior 
outhne is asymmetrica!, it turns into the uneven dorsa! outhne at !4 of the !ength. The 
dorsa! part of posterior outhne after a perpencidutar break at the 0.8 of the !ength is 
concave, the tower part is convex. They form a narrow cauda) end near the ventra! 
!eve). The ventra! outhne is undutate. The tatéra! surface is covered by a dense and 
irregutar fine reticuiation, around the wide depressive anterior-antero!atera! parts with 
hardty visibte ribs perpendicutar to the margin. The cauda! end ho!ds some radial 
swehings. At the cardina! ang!e there is an e!ongated swehing and at the posterodorsa! 
break a more distinct knot. This form is most c!ose to genus /"oZor/yd/cv, bu t! have not 
found simi!ar!y ornamented forms in the hterature.
carapace L = 0.73 mm 
H = 0.39 mm 
L/H = 1.87
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O c c /z / '/e /z c e
Budapest, Varosmajor-I borehole 97.8-98.5 m.
Mate/*/a/
I specimen.
M/at/g/a/z/z/ca/ /a/zge //? G/z/zga/y 
Lower Oiigocene
Subfamilia Thaerocytherinae HAZEL, 1967 
Genus G/*/7z/'o/zc/'.s, LtEBAU, 1975
G/z/z/o/zcG sp.
P). 18, fig. !.
/?e/;;a/'A.s
Damaged carapace with characters of this genus.
OccM/*/*e/?ce
Budapest, Városmajor-I borehole 96.7-97.8 m.
M a t e / / a /
1 specimen.
Genus /Vo/*/7/A/*ooAe//a MOOS, 1965 
/7o/'/7/7//*ooAe//a ex gr. /zzacropo/a (BOSQUET, 1852)
PI. 18, fig. 2.
/?c/?;wA.s
The ornamentation and outline of the specimen figured in this work obviously 
points at the ///ae/*ppo/*a group.
D /7?;e/7.s ;o /7.s
carapace L = 0.80 mm 
H = 0.48 mm 
L/H = 1.67
O ccM /7*e/7c e
Budapest, Ibolya u. quarry 1,2-9.9 m.
Ma?e/*r'a/
2 carapaces.
60 G/z/vew/Vat/y &/e/7/M/*://7/ /̂ /&//7ej///?e/!.s';.s'. .S'er/;o Geo/og/ce 34 (2004)
Genus Knj, ]957
Ro.sr/Mer;7?a AAegeJewe n. sp.
Pi. i8., figs 3-6.
?t9t8. LytAereA C. W. MULLER -  KutPER, pp. 68-69. PL ML fig. 29.
¡985. /?o.sY/!«;//Ma cf. reUCM/aM (SCHEREMETA. )969) sensu BRESTENSKA. )975 -  MONOSTOR], p. 
202. Pi. 7. Mgs !-2.
De/'h'ar/o




Kiseged. road cut section.
-SfratM/M /yp/cMw
Kisceitian Tard Ciay Formation sampie i2.
D/agno.s/.s
The dorsa) and ventrai outlines run quickiy towards each other, the median part of 
the vaives are pitted.
Das'cr/pr/of?
in the iateral view of the ieft vaives the anterior outiine is wide and asymmetricaiiy 
rounded, its dorsal part are neariy straight, it turns at about the 'A of the iength at ]20° 
angies into the neariy straight dorsa! outiine (there is a siight eievation between -  0.5- 
0.8 of the ienght). The posterior outiine is very asymmetricai. its upper part from 0.9 of 
the iength is siightiy concave, the iower part is obviousiy convex and turn into the 
siightiy convex ventral outiine which quickiy go away from the direction of the dorsa) 
one.
Ornamentation: there is pitting on the middie of the surface from the dorsai outiine 
up to the ventrai keeis with pits of different sizes. There are no pits in anterior and 
posterior quarters. There are some arcuated ventrai keeis (up to five), the first one ends 
with a knot at about 0.8 of the length. Another knot is posterodorsaily before 0.9 of the 
iength. An indistinct, iarge knot is in the cardina) angie.The anterior and posterior 
smooth parts are depressive.
The right vaive is very simiiar, the overiap is indistinct.
in dorsa) wiew of the carapace the vaives are neariy paraiiei up to 0. i 8 of the iength, 
then rise from 45° to 0° up to 0.4 of the iength, then run neariy paraiiei up to the 0.8 of 
the iength. From 0.8-0.9 the outiines are concave (from 90^5°), and there is a 
posterior end with paraiiei vaives.
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D;we/?.sw/7.s'
carapace L = I .09-0.87 mm 
H = 0.5 1-0.70 mm 
L/H = 1.56-1.71 
W = 0.45 mm
Mű/7a//o/].s'
There is a variation in the degree of the pitting: on some specimens it surface is 
more iimitcd and the pits are smaiier.
CwMparMOH
Scheremeta's ő/ac/iy-QT/íc/e veMt/'/CM/ati? has not distinct ventral keel, it is not 
related to this form. KuiPER's (1918) Cy/Aere/.s' r/cM/ívG; G. W. MÜLLER have similar 
ornamentation, but the form is much more elongated. Large and regularly aequal pits in 
BRESTENSKÁ (1975) are different from this form.
OccM/rewce
Alcsútdoboz-3 borehole 455.5 m; Budapest, Városmajor-] borehole 96.7-97.8 m; 
Kiseged road cut section samples 12. 13; Kiseged 1987 outcrop samples I, 2, 3.
Moter/a/
36 specimens.
67;-ar/g/'a/7/Hca/ /awge f/? Mmgary 
Oligocene.
zn/wiy// BRESTENSKÁ, 1975 
Pl. 18. fig. 7, Pl. 19, figs 1-4.
1929. Gyt/íere/.! ¿cntr/M G. W. MÜLLER. 1878 -  ZALÁNYI. 1929. pp. 111-H8. Pl. I, figs 4-7. 12- 
13. Pl. HL, figs 1-18. textfigs 49-50. (Partim)
1975. n. sp. -  BRESTENSKÁ. pp. 390-392. Pl. 8. figs 1-3.
1985. ^.^Heí/Maza/anyú BRESTENSKÁ, 1975 -  MONOSTORI, p. 201, Pl. 6, figs 9-10.
/?c/7mrA.s'
The lateral surface (apart from the ventral keel-row) is mainly smooth, on some 
scanning photos very fine punctation is visible in the median part of the valves from the 
dorsal outline to the ventral keel-row.
Df/HCWA/OW.?
carapaces L=  1.20-1.09 mm 
H = 0.64-0.69 mm 
L/H = 1.65-1.88 
W = 0.66mm
62 /ÍMfM/M Gn/vers/tans ^Mi/apMtme7!sn. -Sccno Geo/og/co 34 (2004)
Occurrence
Kiscett-t borehote 5).6-62.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/] borehote t33.8-t56.0 m; 
Budapest, Metro H-t3 borehote 32.0-33.0 m; Budapest, Törökvész-6 borehote 4.5 m; 
Budapest, Törökvész-8 borehote 3.0-3.3 m; Budapest, Törökvész-)3 borehote 2.5 m; 
Budapest, Városmajor-) borehote 96.7-97.8 m; Budapest, Diana u; Budapest, Zugtiget 
outcrop samptes №3, 7; Budapest SzOT-4 borehote 54.0 m; Cserépváratja-t borehole 
336.8-337.0 m; Kiseged road cut section, samptes 3a, 3b, t2; Kiseged t987 outcrop 
samptes !,2 , 3; Atcsútdoboz-3 borehote 453.5-487.t m.
A/afer/a/
t87 specimens.
37ra/ig/'ap/nca/ range u'/fAna/ //angary 
Czechostovakia: Kiscettian-Egerian.
^n*a//gra/?A/ca/ range A? //angary 
Otigocene.
Genus OccaAocyf AereA HOWE, 1951 
OccaAory/Aere/s rape/r'ca MONOSTORI, 1982 
Pt. t9, fig. 5.
]982. OccaAocytAereA /a/reAca n. sp. -  MONOSTORI, pp. 63-64, P!. Vtt, fig. I.
]985. OccaAccyrAereA- rapeAca MONOSTORI, [982 -  MONOSTORI. t985, p. 202.
/?ernarA.r
The description see in MONOSTOR] (t982).
Dnner?.s;onA'
carapaces L = 0.54-0.57 mm 
H = 0.30 mm 
L/H = L80-L90
Occarrence
Budapest, Metro H-3 borehote 56.8-59.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-9 borehote 29.4- 
3 1.4 m; Eger Wind brickyard borehole 50.3-50.9 m.
A/a/erra/
4 specimens.
^fraAgra^A/ca/ range /n //angary
Upper Priabonian-Lower Otigocene.
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OccM/tocyrAere/.s ex gr. wMtaM/.y TRIEBEL, ¡96!
19X5. Gcca/tocpr/ie/en ex gr. íHH/<r;6//;.s' TRIEBEL, 196] -  MONOSTORI, p. 202.
The visibie ornamenta) etements point at this species.
Oó'CW/'CMí'C
Budapest, tbotya-u. quarry 5.5 m; Noszvaj, Síkfőkút quarry, sampie 20.
AVűte/'/rr/
2 carapaces.
Famiha Cytherettidae TRtEBEL, )952 
Genus Cy//?ere//a TRtEBEL, )952
TRIEBEL, )952 
P). )9, ílg. 6.
)952. Cyt/ie/ena po.s7/ú'u/ó' n. sp. -  TRIEBEL, p. 23, P!. 3, f. )8-2!.
)985. Qv/iewMa po.snco/n TRIEBEL, !952 -  MONOSTORI, p. 203. (cum syn.)
/(cwr/rA.s'
The description of the just figured specimens is in MONOSTOR] ()982).
D//7!e/M70M.S'
carapace L = 0.98 mm 
H = 0.52 mm 
L/H = !.89 
W = 0.46 mm
OCCWTCMCC
Budapest, Zugtiget outcrop sampte 3.
) carapace.
.S f r a t /g r u p / r /c n /  /Y /N gC  U7//?OM/ / / M N g W y
Germany: Ohgocene; Switzeriand: Ohgocene: Czechoslovakia: Otigocene.
^t/aOgrap/nca/ /xvwge m /Vw?gwy 
Lower Ohgocene.
64 /twiű/M L6?iver.s7?an.y -Sc/ennarM/n /?!<&;/)e.s7/"(Vi.s7.';. lectio Geo/og/cű 34 (2004)
Cy/AereM? va//a6;7/.s' OliRTLl, ¡956 
Pi. !9, Hgs7-8.
)956. Cy/Aeretta va/'/a6<7i7 n. sp. -  OERTU, pp. 62-63. P). 7, figs ]72, ¡80-] 88.
)982. CytAereMa var/a6///s OERTLt. !956 -  MONOSTOR), pp. 43-44. P). [[, tigs 4-5.
/?e/narA.y
The description (MONOSTORi, )982) needs to be corrected based on new SEM 
photos: the ventra! ridge (sweiting) begins near the anterior margin and runs neariy 
paraHel with the ventra) outiine and terminate at 0.8-0.9 of the iength expanded 
upwards. The ..subcentra) tuberc)e" is the remain a median ridge, as visibte on some 
specimens. On the middie part of the dorsa) outhne there are weak traces of a dorsal 
ridge.
D/wen^/ony
carapaces L = 0.89 mm
H = 0.50-0.5) mm 
L/H = ).75-1.78
Occarrence
Piiisszentkereszt Sz )-74 section samptes g, i.
A7a/er/n/
6 carapaces.
.S'nangra/7/7/ea/ range tv/7/?oM/ 7/:/nga/y 
Switzertand: Rupehan.
S7ra;/grn/7/Mcn/ range /n /7;aigary 
Lower Ohgocene.
Familia Loxoconchidae SARS, )925 
Genus LoxoconchaSARS, 1866
Ao.roeoneAa car/na/a ta/ Jen.se MONOSTOR), )985 
P). 20, figs )-6.
)985. ¿oxoconeAa car/nata tari/ense n. ssp.-M oNOSTORt, pp. 204-205, PI. 7. fig s  3-4.
/?cn;ar .̂s'
The detaits of the reticutation are very variabte.
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D/wcm/om-
carapace L = 0.40-0.45 mm 
H = 0.2! mm 
L/H= t.89-2.tt 
W = 0.22 mm
OccM/7*e/?ce
KisceH-! borehote 5t.6-62.5 m; Budapest, Metro H -tta  borehote 59.0-6!.0, 
Budapest. Metro H-)2 borehote 25.0-26.0 m; Budapest, H-)3 borehoie 36.0-37.0 nn 
Kiseged, road cut section samptes 2a, 4, ]2; Kiseged )987 outcrop sampies ], 3.
AVa/erm/
47 specimens.
rrr/rge m /7; wg<r;n- 
Lower Otigocene.
¿ococowc/?a Ati/igw/co MONOS tORt, )982
Pt.20, fig. 7, P). 2), figs ]-5.
¡982. ¿oxocowc/m Je/e/MOMtem7.s Atmgrrr/ca n. ssp -  MONOS )*OR[, pp. 7)-72, PI. VH!, 
figs ]-6.
]985. ¿oxoco/rc/ta /umg<rv/7cY; MONOSTORt, ]982 -  MONOSTORl, pp. 205-
206.
/(ewarA.?
The detaits of the reticutation are variabte, the units of the ornamentation are mainty 
targe.
DiwcH.swm
carapaces L = 0.40-0.48 mm 
t t = 0.21-0.25 mm 
L/H = t.75-t.95 
W = 049-0.25
Occ:</7*e/?ce
Kiscett-t borehote 51.6-59.6 m; Budapest, Metro H-7/t borehote )56.0-t7t.0 m: 
Budapest, Metro H-t t/a borehote 59-0-6t.O m: Budapest. Metro H-t2 borehote 2!.0-
22.0 tin Budapest, Metro H-t3 borehote 32.0-33.0 m: Budapest, Torokvesz-6 borehote 
3.5-4.0 m: Budapest, Tbrokvesz-8 borehote 2.5-30.5 m; Budapest, Torokvesz-!3 
borehote 2.0-2.5 m; Budapest, Diana u.; Budapest, Varosmajor-t borehote 97.8-t03.7 
m; Budapest, Zugtiget outcrop samptes 7, 11; Kiseged, road cut section samptes N°3b. 
]2; Kiseged t987 outcrop samptes t, 2, 3.
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AVa/er/a/
)79 specimens.
.S/raOgrajo/aca/ /aage /a 7/aaga/y 
Lower Otigocene.
¿oxocoacAa/ava/aKutPER, )9t8 
Pt. 2t, figs 6-7, Pt. 22, fig. t.
t982. AaxocoacAa cf.yávu/u KutPER, !9t8 -  MONOSTOR], pp. 44-45.
)985. AoxocoacAayâvata KutPER, )9)8 -  MONOSTOR], pp. 206-207. Pt. 7, figs 5-6. (cum syn.) 
Æe/aa/As
The specimens from the Hárshegy Sandston Formation fit with his variation into the 
forms mentioned in remarks of MONOSTOR] (1985).
D/a;ea.s/aa.s
carapace L = 0.54 -  0.57 mm 
H = 0.30-0.32 mm 
L/H = 1.69-L80
Ocearreace
Pihsszentkereszt Szl-74 section samptes g, h, i, E, j; Szentendre-2 borehote 




.STraAg/'a/Auca/ /aag c  wAAaat //ia?gary
Nethertands: Rupetian-Miocene; Switzertand: Rupetian; ?Ukraina: Otigocene; 
?France: Miocene; ?Germany: Otigocene-Lower Miocene; Czechostovakia: Egerian.
.S/raAgrapA/ca/ raage /a //angary 
Otigocene.
Ao.wcoacAa .saAava/a (VON MÜNSTER, 1830) sensu BRESTENSKÁ, t975
Pt. 22, fig. 2.
1975. AaxoeoacAa saAovata (MONSTER) -  BRESTENSKÁ, p. 405, Pt. t2, figs t t-t2 . 
t985. AoxocoacAa ex gr. .saAova/a (VON MONSTER. 1830) -  MONOSTOR], pp. 207-208.
/?ea?arA.s
Our specimens agree with figured specimens of BRESTENSKÁ (1975). The species -  
described from Eocene to Miocene -  needs revision after the very variabte figures. Our
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materia) is not sufficient to estabüsh a revision.
D ;w c/?.s;w ?,s '
carapace L = 0.40mm 
H = 0.32mm 
L/H = ) .67
OccM/*re/rce
Alcsútdoboz-3 borehoie 442.0 m.
AVaie/*;#/
3 specimens.
¿OA*oco/7c7?rr ex gr. DEL! E)., 1964
^Pi.22, fig. 3.
Our form is simitariy ornamented (denseiy pitted, with fine radial and concéntrica) 
ribbiets on the perifers). Depressed ventra) and posterior parts are characteristic. The 
posterior end is more obtuse then those of the type, but simitar to some morphas in 
BEKAEUT et a). ()99)).
D/wcu.s'/iw.s'
carapace L = 0.34mm 
H = 0.3) mm 
L/H = ) .74
Budapest, Városmajor-) borehoie 96.7-97.8 m.
) specimen.
¿oxoco/?c/?írsp. )
P). 22, fig. 4.
/(ewa/Ax
A stubby form. The anterior outiine is moderatety asymmetrica), the dorsa) outline is 
s)ight)y arcuate. The posterior outiine is asymmetrica), its upper part is siightty concave, 
then turns in to the convex lower part. The ventra) outiine is somewhat sinuous. Up to 
0.7 of the tenght it runs nearty parade) with dorsa) outline or at a smaH angies to it, then 
they converge.
The tatéra) surface anterior and posterior smooth, the median part is finety pitted. 
The anterior and posteroventra) rim is depressed. Near the ventra) outiine is a sweding
68 /inua/es ¿/Mn'er.s/MfM ŐMí/a/?Mtmeu^ .̂ &<?no Geo/og/cu 34 (2004)
sometimes with a fine rib from -0.3-0.6 of the iength.
There is a siight sweiling in the eye-knob area.
There are many similar forms in the Tertiary, but all they differ in the details. 
D/weay/oay
caparaces L = 0.55-0.66 mm 
H = 0.31-0.40 mm 
L/H= 1.57-1.65
Occa/aeace
Kiscell-I borehole 56.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehole 193.0-195.0 m; 
Budapest, Metro H-l la borehole 59.0-61.0 m; Kiseged 1987 outcrop sample I.
AVater/a/
4 specimens.
Sfrat/gra^/aca/ raagc à? /Vaaga/y 
Lower Oligocène.
ÆacytAera/a a'ca/ata LlENENKI.AUS, 1905 
PI. 22, fig. 5.
1905. &vcy//:erara ifentara n. sp. -  LtENENKEAUS, p. 57. PI. IV , fig. 3 1.
1985. /.'acydaaa/'a r/eatata LiENENKLAUS, 1905 -  MoNOSTORt, pp. 208-209, PI. 7, fig. 7. (cum 
syn.)
/¿eaia/'A.s
The spines on the anterior margin are not visible on the single specimen.
Dàaca.s'/aa.s'
carapace L = 0.42 mm 
H = 0.24 mm 
L/H = 1.75
Occarreace
Kiseged, manganiferous clay sample 4.
Afatcr/a/
I specimen.
-Slrat/gaap/aca/ / aagc u à/?aa/ A/aagaay
Germany: Rupelian; Belgium: Bartonian-Rupelian; Czechoslovakia: Oligocène.
.Slaat/gra/j/aca/ / aagc /a /Vaaga/y 
Upper Eocene-Oligocene.
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( j  rAe/opZeron e/n/nenegger/ SCHERER. ] 964 
Pl. 22, flgs6-8, Pl. 23, Hgs t-4.
[964. Cg/Z/e/o/ne/on e/n/nenegger/ n. sp. -  ScHERER. pp. )6-t7, Pt. 2. figs 10-14.
1982. CgtZ/e/o/ge/on e//!///enegge/*Z SCHERER, 1964 -  MONOSTOR], pp. 72-74, Pl. Vili. figs 7—11 
1982. Cg/Zwo/ncrw; e/H/neneggeri SCHERER, ¡964 -  CARBONNEL (in JUNG. ¡982)
1985. Gy/Z/ero/neron e/n/ne/zegge/'Z SCHERER, 1964 -  MONOSTOR), p. 21 I.
Descr/p/Zon
See in MONOSTOR) (1982).
DZ/nen-sZons
carapace L = 0.44-0.55 mm 
H = 0.25-0.31 mm 
L/H = 1.6!-].83 
W = 0.31-0.33 mm
Occn/'/ence
Kiscell-I borehole 51.6-62.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehole 193.0-195.0 m; 
Budapest, Metro h-7/l borehole I6I.0-I7I.2 m; Budapest, Metro H -ll/a  borehole
59.0-61.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-12 borehole 21.0-33.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-13 
borehole 32.0-52.5 m; Budapest, Törökvész-6 borehole 2.5-3.5 m; Budapest 
Törökvész-8 borehole 2.5-7.5 m; Budapest, Törökvész-]3 borehole 2.0-2.5 m; 
Városmajor-] borehole 95.6-103.7 ni; Kiseged, road cut section samples 2a, 3a, 3b. 4, 
12. 13; Kiseged 1987 outcrop samples 1.2,3.
A7aZe/Za/
294 specimens.
.S'Z/T/Z;g/T///Z/ZeaZ /Tinge wZzZ/owZ ZZnuga/y 
Switzerland: Rupelian.
.Sz/*aZZg/T//?Z?ZeaZ range Zn ZZnnga/y 
Lower Oligocene.
CgzZ?e/*o//Ze/*on cf. zrZangn/a/e LlENENKLAUS, 1900 
Pt. 23, fig. 5.
1982. Cg/Z;e/*op/e/r/M sp. -  MONOSTORI, p. 74. Pl. VIII. fig. 12.
/?e;na/'A.s
The single carapace is very similar the specimens figured by Moos (1973).
70 /ÍMHíf/e.s' Gn/verí/lo/M 5c/en/;o/*e/n Hef/e//e.s'//ne/;.s';.s'. 3ecno Geo/og<ca 34 (2004)
carapace L = 0.46 mm
H = 0.36 (from the dorsa! outiine to the peak of the ventra] 
a!ar projection)
L/H = i.28
Budapest, Metro H-)3 borehoie 36.0-37.0 m.
Afa/er/a/
t specimen.
Familia Xestoieberididae SARS, ¡928 
Genus f/ro/e6e/*MTR[EBEL, [938
f/fYj/eAeW.s' s/r/atopM/rctoto DUCASSE, ) 967 
P). 23, fig. 6.
[959. Eocyi/ieroprerw; n. sp. -  DUCASSE, pp. 44-45. PI XtX, f. 2a-b.
[96[. (DUCASSE, ]959)-DEETEL. [96], p. [37, Pt. [2, f. 209.
[966. Cro/e6er/A's(rM;opMw/ar<2 (DUCASSE, !959)-Moussou, p. 75, Pt. 2). f. 85a-b.
[967. Lrc/e6e/'/.s' yn'MtppRw/o/i: n. sp. -  DUCASSE, pp. 6)-62, P). ]]], f. 67.
[969. Dro/e6er/s.sP'M/opM;K'?a/a DUCASSE-DUCASSE. p. [03. Pt. Vtt, f. [48.
[97]. Lro/cbtv/.s' .sn'/ruopi/rKVaA; DUCASSE, [959- BLONDEAU, p. 97, Pt. X, f. [6.
[973. DUCASSE. [959 -  SONMEZ-GOKCEN. p. 95. P[. XU, f. 36-37.
[985. Cro/e/wrA- y/rM/epimcfatu DUCASSE, [967 -  DUCASSE et a)., PE 88. f. 3.
[985. Mro/e/w/s DUCASSE. [967 -  MONOSTOR!, [985, pp. )24-[25, PI. XVt, f.
4-5.
[985a. L'ro/g&Y'/.s- DUCASSE, ]967 -  MoNOSTORt, pp. 2) 3-2) 4.
[993. DucASSE-OLLivtER-PtERRE et at., P. )V. f 8.
2000. i//'o/e6e/"/ ŝr/'<atopMnc/utu DUCASSE -  MONOSTOR!, p. 7t. PI. [2, f. 5.
/?ivwa/'A.s'
DUCASSE gives a description in her thesis (1959), but the vahd „naming" is found in 
her later articte ([967) acording to her opinion (DUCASSE et a)., ]985). The figured 
specimen from the Dorog basin is very dose to the type figure ([967). The specimen 
from Sikfokut figured in this work has somewhat )ess narrow anterior part and more 
straight ventra) outhne. This specimen is wrongty figured as age of Eocene in 
MONOSTORt (2000)
D/we/M/om'
carapace: L - 0 .55 mm 
H=0.39mm 
L/H -  ].4[ mm.
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72 /frna/ci' L'na'cr.s'aa/A' &ZentZar;an ParZapM/ZnewZy. -Secí/o Geo/ogZca 34 (2004) 
Occarrence
Bükk area: Noszvaj, Síkfokút, quarry samp!e 2!.
AVaZerZa/
] carapaces.
.S'Z/Y/zZgra/̂ AZYa/ í/ZsZ/Z/?MZZon wZz/ioaz 7/nnga/y
France: Lower Eocene-Stampian, Turkey: Bartonian.
S'ZraZZgra/̂ /zZca/ /ange /n / /angary
Middle and Upper Eocene (Upper Bartonian-Priabonian), lowermost Oligocene.
ProZoargZ/ZoecZa anga/aZa DELTEL, 1961 
Pl. 23, Eg. 7, P). 24, figs !-3.
1961. f?Y</orM*g///oec«2 an g a /aZ a  n. sp. -  DELTEL, pp. 42-44, Pl. 5, figs 66-69.
1963. PraZaargZZ/oecZa anga/aza n. sp. -  DELTEL, pp. 146-148. Pl. I], figs 32-24.
?)969 ProZoargZZ/oecZa anga/aza DELTEL. 1961 -  DUCASSE, p. 28. pl. 2. fig. 34.
1983. P ro z o a rg /Z /aec /a  a n g a /a ta  DELTEL. 196) -  DUCASSE, pp. 276-279. Pl. I.
1985. ProZoargzV/oecZa a n g a /a z a  DELTEL, 1964 -  DUCASSE et al., Pl. 88. fig. 14.
1985. 4/gZZZaecZa z/aa.S'aanig/az.s'Za n. sp. -  MONOSTOR], pp. 216-2)8. Pl. 8, figs 1-3.
/ZeznnrA.s
The Late Eocene-Early Oligocene material of Hungary (MONOSTORI, 1985) belongs 
to this species. On the main part of the Oligocene specimens the beak-formed posterior 
pointing rare, usually the posterior end is blunt-pointed, similarly to DUCASSE, 1983, PI. 
L. figs 1-8, 14.
DZ/wewZwM
carapace L = 0.50-0.56 mm 
H = 0.22-0.28 mm 
L/H = 1.96-2.55 
W = 0.23 mm
Occz/rrence
Kiscell-I borehole 83.4 m; Budapest, Metro H-l borehole 14.8-34.8 m; Budapest, 
Metro H-2 borehole 36.4-55.0 m; Budapest, Metro H-3 borehole 50.3-59.0 m; 
Cserépváralja-1 borehole 240.0-240.2 m; Varbó-50 borehole 409.2-410.4 nu Eger. 
Wind brickyard borehole 71.5-73.1 m; Noszvaj, Síkfőkút quarry samples 18. 21; 
Kiseged manganiferous clay sample 4.
AVaZerZa/
2 1 specimen.
S'ZraZzgra/̂ /zZca/ range uzZ/zznzz //angary'
France: Sparnacian-Chattian.
-S;ra;/gra/?/?;ca/ /ange /a //angary 
Bartonian-Lower Oligocène.
Superfamiüa Cypridacea BA!RD, 1845 
Familia Candonidae KAUFMANN, 1900 
Subfamilia Paracyprinae SARS, 1923 
Genus faracyprA SARS, 1 866
faraey/?r/.s? ra/)e//ca MONOSTOR), 1982 
PL 24, figs 4-6.
)982. ParacyprA? rape/ica n. sp. -  MONOSTOR), pp. 65-66. Pi. Vi), figs 2-3.
)985. faracyprA'? rape/Zca MONOSTOR), )982 -  MONOSTOR), pp. 2)9-220.
Dnaen.s'/nn.s'
carapaces L = 0.54-0.90 mm 
H = 0.34-0.47 mm 
L/H = 1.87-1.95
Occarrence
Budapest, Metro H-l borehole 25.0^47.2 m; Budapest, Metro H-2 borehole 36.4-
39.1 m; Budapest, SzOT-1 borehole 5.5-16.0 m; Budapest SzOT^f borehole 54.0 m; 
Budapest. SzOT-6 borehole 10.8 m; Cserépváralja-1 borehole 240.0-296.0 m; 
Kiseged, manganiferous clay samples 1,3, 4.
A/ater/a/
52 specimens.
.S/rnAgrn/Æcn/ range /n //anga/y 
Priabonian-Lower Oligocène.
ParacyprA? /Acgei/en.s'/.s' n. sp.
PL 24, fig. 7-8, PL 25. fig. 1.
Der/va//o naana/s'
Affér the locality name.
//o/o/ypa.s 
A carapace.
¿OCÍ/.S' /y p /c R .s
Kiseged road cut section.
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.St/a/aai fyp/cM/n
KisceHian, Tard Ctay Formation, sampie t2.
D/agao^A
Etongated form with nearty symmetrica) anterior, hottowed ventrat, btunt posterior 
and asymmetricatty arched dorsat outtines.
De.sc//paoa
The anterior outtine of the teft vatves is nearty symmetricatty rounded. After a break 
at about of 0. t of the tength the dorsat outtine is broadty arched up to 0.6-0.7 of the 
tenght, than nearty straight. The posterior outtine is btunt, with rather targe radius. The 
ventrat outtine has a shadow, symmetrica) hottowing.
The right vatve has a simitar outtine with a tittte depression on the anterior part of 
the dorsat outtine and with a more deep ventrat hottowing. The surface is 
unornamented. The teft vatve overtaps the right one. The inner features are not visibte.
D/7//cas/oa.s
carapaces L = 0.83-L02 mm 
H = 0 .4 t-0.48 mm 
L/H = 2.02-2.) 7
far/aaoa.?
Some minor variations are in the ptacing and strength of the posterodorsat break. 
Co/apa/'/.s'oa
Simitar form is the P. //'o.s7;ea.s;.s' APOSTOLBSCU, t956, which is dorsatty more 
arched.
OccMrreace
Kiseged t987 outcrop samptes t, 2; Kiseged road cut section samptes <0, t2.
A/a/cz/a/
8 specimens.
.S7/'a/;g/'ap///ca/ /'cage /a D/zaga/y 
Lower Otigocene.
f  a/acyp//.s ex gr. p/op/a^//a TRiEBBL, t963 
Pt. 25, Eg 2.
)985. Cypridacea fam.. gen. et sp. indet. 2. -  MONOSTORt, p. 223, Pt. 8, figs 7-8.
^ca/a/A.s'
The arc of the anterior outtine is more wide and the posterior end is tess pointed.
74 /)/u:a/e^ f/a<w.s//a/M /?i;&yc.!anea.s;.s'. -Sectio Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
D;/we/;.s;on.s'
carapaces L = t.04-t.22 mm 
H = 0.38-0.44 mm 
L/H = 2.74-2.77
Occnr/ence
Budapest, T6rbkv6sz-6 borehote 6.5 m; Budapest, Tordkv6sz-8 borehote 5.5 m; 
Kiseged ]987 outcrop sampte t.
A7a?e/7a/
5 specimens.
f  cf. 6c<M/i/wjw?.s7.s' KEEN, !978
P). 25, Hgs 3-5.
Pooriy preserved specimens. The anterior outtine of the ¡eft va!ves is neariy 
symmetricaHy rounded, the dorsa) outtine has a very targe arc, the posterior outtine is 
symmetricatty rounded, btunt, its terminat point is at tower t/3 of the maxima) height. 
The ventrat outtine is moderatety hottowed. The outtine of the right vatve has deeper 
ventrat hottow.
tn dorsat wiew the emerging and sinking of the laterat surfaces are first very strong 
but than minima) (rather flat vatves with proportionate dick perpendicutar ends). The 
tatera) surface seems to be smooth.
This form is most dose to species faracy/?/7.s' 6aM/<r/noren.s/.s' KEEN, t978. 
Difference is the more etongated shape, tess arched dorsat outtine, and the higher 
ptacing of the posterior terminat point.
D/wem/onx
carapaces L = 0.80-0.83 mm 
H = 0.35-0.36 mm 
L/H = 2.22-2.37 
W = 0.28 mm
dc'CM/vewe
Pitisszentkereszt Sz t-74 section samptes g, h, i, L.
AVoter/a/
75 specimens.
range /n №/nga/y 
Lower Otigocene.
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Subfamiiia Candoninae KAUFMANN, !900 
Genus Cotrr/owoBAtRD, Í845
CaooTwa/e/ u7/.s TmFBEL, )963 
Pi. 25, fig. 6.
¡963. Gu/ií/ô M fPíeoífocooctooo)yé/ti/ó'yértt/A n. sp. -  TRIEBEL, pp. ¡67-¡68. Pl. 27. figs ¡9-22. 
P). ¡X. flg. ).
¡982. Cooítooo/í'/V;//.! TRIEBEL, ¡963 -  MONOSTORI, pp. 74-75, Pt. VU], fig. ¡4. PL 9. fig. ). 
(cum syn.)
71985. Cooc/ooo sp. -  MONOSTORI, p. 222.
¡985. /^eMítocooí/oooyêrtf/t.s TRIEBEL. ¡963 -ÜARBONNEL. WlEDMANN et BERGER, p. 227, PL V. 
figs ¡0-t2.
As has written in MONOSTOR) (!982), this form fits we!) in the variations of this 
species.
D/we/wtofM 
L = ) .00 mm 
H = 0.58 mm 
L/H = ¡.72
Occt/rrcocc
Budapest, Törökvész-8 borehoie 7.5 m; Budapest, Törökvész-¡3 borehoie 2.0 m; 
Budapest, SzOT-i borehoie ¡6.0 m.
Materia!
7 specimens.
.Strot/groy/t/co/ /'o/?ge u'/t/?OMt 7/t/ogory
Germany: Oiigocene; France. Chattian-Aquitanian; Switzeriand: Otigocene.
Xt/ot/g/'oy/r/co/ /'ooge //? №o?go/y 
Lower Oiigocene.
Cotrr/o/ro? recto LlFNENKI.AUS, Í905 
Pi. 25, figs 7-8, Pi. 26, figs ¡-6.
¡905. Cooitooa recto n. sp. -  LiENENKLAUS. pp. 22-23, P). [, fig. 6.
¡962. Cooitooo recto LlENENKI.AUS, ¡905 -  DOEBL &  MAEZ, p. 398, PI.
¡982. Cantona? aff. recta t.iENENKi.AUS. ¡905 -  MONOSTORI, pp. 75-76. Pl. ¡X, figs 2-3.
¡985. C a n & w a ?  recto LlENENKI.AUS. ¡905 -  MONOSTORI, pp. 22)-222. PL 8. fig. 5.
D/tHetMtotM
L = 0.98-i ¡0 mm 
H = 0.45-0.53 mm
76 /tooo/ey 66:fver.ntatf.s' -Scfentfario;; /hoto/7e.st;oeo.i/.s'. .S'ect/o Geo/og;co 34 (2004)
L/H =2.07-213 
W = 0.39 mm
OccMfrence
Kisce))-) borehoie 5).6-39.5 m; Budapest, Metro H-]2 borehoie 2 i.0-22.0 m; 
Budapest. Metro H-i3 borehoie 32.0-37.0 m; Budapest. Törökvész-6 borehoie 3.5 m; 
Budapest, Törökvész-8 borehoie 2.5-3.0 m; Budapest, Törökvész-!3 borehoie 2.0 m; 
Budapest, Városmajor-] borehoie 96.7-97.8 m; Budapest, Zugiiget outcrop sampies 3, 









Í985. Cypridacea fám. gén. et sp. indet. 4 -  MONOSTOR], pp. 223-224. P). 8. fig. ! L
The outiines are principaiiy ciose to those of different species of ¿/wocypr/s, 
f.seMc/ocrw&WM and CrrNi/oNa.
OccMrrcTrce
Af^cger/road cut section, sampies N°3a, 3b.
Afate/'/a/
2 carapaces.
There are 97 badiy preserved carapaces in the Lower Oiigocene (Tard Ciay 
Formation) of the Budapest area with shape simiiar to Candonidae.
FamiiiaCyprididae BAtRD, !845 
Subfamiiia Eucypridinae BRONSTEtN, Í947 
Genus MoeMocypr/íTRtEBEL, Í959
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AfoeMOQ7?r;'.s' /?ocAenAe/wen.s/.y TR(FBFL, )963 
P). 27, figs 2^t.
(963. A /o e n o c y p r/j 6 oc Aca/; c i":c /¡.s/s' n. sp. — TR]EBEL. pp. )79-(80, Pt. 34. figs 58-6), P(. 35. fig. 
62.
(963. A /o c n o Q p rA 6ocAcn/!cáMcny/yTR)EBEL, (963 -  (RtEBEL, fig. 35.
(982. A /ocn<xypr/.r cf. 6ocAen/;c</7icay/.s' TRtEBEL, (963 -  MONOSTORÉ p. 76-77. Pt. IX. fig. 4. 
(985. A /ocnocrprA s 6ocAen/;eúwM .s/s TRiEBEL. (963 -  ÜARBONNEL e t a)., p. 226. P(. V(. figs (-4.
Dc.sc/7p//o/7
The anterior outiine of the (eft vatves is asymmetricaOy rounded, the dorsa) outhne 
is trapezoidat. Anterior break (-(50°) on the dorsa! outhne is at 0.25 of the (ength, the 
posterior one (-(50°) at 0.75 of the (ength. The posterior outhne is nearty 
symmetricahy rounded, its radius is (arger than that of the anterior outhne. The ventra) 
outhne is hardty concave. The overtap of the (eft va(ve is conspicuous at the ventra) 
outhne, which has a (ong and shallow embayment. The (atera) surface is smooth.
The shape of the carapaces agree with those of the type, the L/H ratio is somewhat 
more variabte.
D/Z77o /7.s/'o/?.s
carapaces L = 0.75-(.45 mm 
H = 0.34-0.74 mm 
L/H = (.96-2.24
OccHrrcnce
Budapest, Törökvész-6 borehote 2.5-Ó.5 m; Budapest, Törökvész-8 borehote 3.0- 
(0.5 m; Budapest, Törökvész-]3 borehote 2.0 m; Kiseged road cut section sampies 
№3a; Kiseged (987 outcrop sampies (, 2, 3.
A7a/er;a/
66 specimens.
5/ra/;grap/?/ca/ range w/f/roMt 7/angary
Switzertand: Ohgocene; Germany: Aquitanian.
.S7/a/7g/'a///7/ca/ range /a ///v/rgars'
Lower Ohgocene.
FamihaCypridopsidae KAUFFM ANN, (900 
SubfamihaCypridopsinae BR O N STEtN , (947 
Genus C:/rvop.sA M A LZ, (977
78 guna/ey ¿/wver.s/ra/M Xc/enf/a/K7/: ő:;r/apM/<new/.s. .S'ccno Ceo/og/co 34 (2004)
CMrvo/Mfy cM/-vata(LfENENKLAUS, !905)
Pi. 27, figs 5-6, Pi. 28, figs i-2.
)905. Cvp/lacta-vata n. sp. -  LtENENKLAUS, pp. Í9-20, Pi. [, Fig. 4.
)92!. Qyr/a cnrvara LtENENKLAUS, Í905 -  WENZ, pp. 160, Í72, PI. 25, figs 29-30.
Í962. Q 'pr/a? íwvam LtENENKLAUS, )905 -  DoEBL et MALZ, p. 397, Pi. 58. figs fO- f I.
)970. CM/rata (LtENENKLAUS. )905) -  WtESNER. p. fO. figs 2. !4.
]973. CypnWo/MM? cnrwm (LtENENKLAUS, ]905)-WfESNER, Fig. 2, 3. [7.
)977. c:<rvata (LtENENKLAUS, )905) -  MALZ. pp. 237-239, Pi. f, figs 3-4. Pi. 2, figs
8-f6, Pi. 3. fig. 23, Textfig. 4. 5c.
)982. Cypridopsinae gen. et sp. indet. f -  MONOSTOR], p. 77.
!985. Cypridopsidae gen. et sp. indet. f -  MONOSTOR), p. 222.
Das'crtpUon
Neariy trigonai form with simiiar anterior and posterior outiine (the radius of the 
anterior outiine is somewhat larger). The break of the dorsai outiine is at -0.5 of the 
length. The carapace is very high.
The ieft vaive is somewhat iarger. The ventrai outiine is straight on the ieft vaive 
and obviousiy hoiiowing on the right one.
The iaterai surface is smooth.
/?iw;a/'A.s
The dorsai peak of the „triangie" differentiy rounded on the specimens, as seen in 
MALZ (Í977), too.
D/wew/oa.;
carapaces L = 0.62-0.79 mm 
H = 0.50-0.54 mm 
L/H= T24-L49
OccM/veHce
Budapest, Törökvész-8 borehole 2.0-2.5 m; Budapest, Törökvész-! 3 borehoie 3.5-
7.5 m; Budapest, Városmajor-] borehoie 96.7-97.8 m; Budapest, Diana u.; Budapest, 




.SaaZ/g/a/^/t/ca/ raage w/Z/toa/ 7/aaga/y 
Germany: Lower Miocene.
.Sz/aZ/g/ap/aca/ zazrge /a 7/t/ztgazy 
Lower Oiigocene.
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?C'Mrwp /̂'.; íwvata(L[ENENKLAUS, !905)
P!. 28, figs 3^t.
/?ewa/As
Shape is very simiiar to that of the Ci/rvc/MM cr/rvata, but tess trianguiar, more 
hemicircuiar. Simiiar forms are aiso in MALZ (Í977), so perhaps they fit in the variation 
of the species, but aiso simiiar is the outiine of the Cy/?r/a r/arsata n. sp. in MALZ & 
MOAYEDPOUR, Í973.
DaHCM.s'/'oa.s
carapaces L = 0.6 i-0.63 mm 
H = 0.47-0.48 mm 
L/H = i.29-i.3i
Occar/eace
Budapest, Törökvész-8 borehoie 7.5 m; Budapest, Zugiiget outcrop sampie №7: 
Kiseged Í987 outcrop sampies 2, 3.
AVa/ena/
7 carapaces.
Cypridopsidae gen. et sp. indet. 3, Í982 
Pi. 28, fig. 5.
Í982. Cypridopsinac gen. et sp. indet. 3 -  Monostori, p. 77. Pl. [X, tig. 7.
/?e/wa/'A'.s
Moderateiy eiongated form with biunt posterior and anterior end (the arc of the 
posterior end somewhat narrower than that of the anterior one). There is a trianguiar 
break at the haifof the iength. The ventrai outiine has a symmetrica) shadow hoiiowing 
on the ieft and a deeper one on the right vaive. The iaterai surfaces are smooth. Simitar 
outiine have Ca/vops/y /jra/j/w/aa n. sp. and Cave/aopsá* aagr/sta n. sp. in MALZ 
(Í977).
D/wem/aa.s
carapaces L = 0.50-! .24 mm 
H = 0.28-0.70 mm 
L/H = i.77
OccMfyewce
Budapest. Törökvész-6 borehoie 4.0 m; Kiseged road cut sampie 3a.
80 ,'íwM/c.s Gwvery/ratM .S'cíía;/;a/;an /t!«7ape^/a;fa<.;j, 5ec?/o G^o/og/ca 34 (2004)
AVa/eWa/
3 specimens.
Ostracoda gen. et sp. indet.
Pt. 28., fig. 6.
Very arcuate and etongated form. The ventra) and dorsa) outünes are neariy 
symmetricatty arcuate. The posterior and anterior outünes are rounded, the anterior 
radius somewhat iarger. Form of vatves and indistinct remains of pitted surface remind 
of Cushmanidea.
D//Mem<on.s'
carapaces L = 0.54 mm
H = 0.22-0.26 mm 
L/H = 2.07-2.45
OccM/veMce
Szentendre-2 borehoie ¡082.4-t084.0 m.
2 specimens.
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Plate )
Figs 1- 4 . Q'?Aere//accw/7/'<?.s'.s'a(voN MÜNSTER, !830)
Fig. ). Carapace from the ieft vaive. 52x
Budapest, Metro FI-7 borehole 24.0-29.0 m 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the left valve. 56x 
Szentendre-2 borehole 809.0 m 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the left valve. 56x
Budapest, Metro FI-9 borehole 47.4-94.9 m 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the left valve. 54x 
Varbô-50 borehole 494.6-503.0 m
Figs 5-7. CytAe/'e//a MÉHES, 1941
Fig. 5. Carapace from the left valve. 47x
Budapest, Metro H-6 borehole 37.0^1.0 m 
Fig. 6. Carapace from the right valve. 59x 
Alcsûtdoboz-3 borehole 487.1 m 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the left valve. 59x
Budapest, Metro H-7 borehole 94.0-99.0 m
Fig. 8. Cy/Ac/c//o ex gr. Aey//cA; (REUSS, 1851)
Carapace from the left valve. 63x
Eger Wind brickyard borehole 71.5-73.4 m
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88 /Inna/as Cf?ivcr.s7?an'.s' lectio Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
P)ate 2
Fig. 1. Cy//7e/e//a ex gr. 6ey7'/c7?/ (Rî tJSS, ¡851)
Left valve. 6 lx.
Eger Wind brickyard borehotc 69.8-70.5 m
Fig. 2. Cy//;ew//a ex gr. Jraco PtETRZENtUK, ¡969. 
Carapace from the leR valve. 5lx.
Budapest, Metro H-l borehole 25.0-28.0 m
Figs 3-5. Cy/Aere/Za AyaZ/aa MfllES, 1941
Fig. 3. Carapace from the left valve. 56x
Budapest, Metro Ff-7/1 borehole 33.3-34.3 m 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the left valve. 60x
Budapest, Metro H-3 borehole 91.0-94.8 m 
Fig. 5. Carapace from the leR valve. 54x 
Varbo-50 borehole 416.1-^t20.0 m
Figs 6-8. Cy/Z?ereZZa BRESTENSKA, 1975
Fig. 6. Right valve. 56x
Varbo-50 borehole 479.6-482.2 m 
Fig. 7. Right valve. 50x
Budapest, Metro Fl-3 borehole 59.6-61.6 m 
Fig. 8. Carapace from the left valve. 59x
Budapest, Metro Ff-1 borehole 32.2-34.8 m
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90 /Inna/as 5:/&;peiaueMM. 3'ccao Ceo/ogica 34 (2004)
Ptate 3
Figs i-4. //aa.svcr.sa SPEYER, 1863
Fig. ). LeR valve. 74x
Alcsutdoboz-3 borehole 487.1 m 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the left valve. 56x
Budapest, Metro Fl-7 borehole 60.0-63.0 m 
Fig. 3. Right valve. 65x
Alcsutdoboz-3 borehole 487.1 m 
Fig. 4. Inside of the right valve. 68x 
Alcsutdoboz-3 borehole 455.3 m
Fig. 5. Cara'o6aaa'/a PlETRXBNIUK, 1969 
Carapace from the right valve. 108x 
Budapest, Metro H-7/1 borehole 50.0-52.0 m
Fig. 6. Ra//*r//a ra/re/zca MONOSTOR!, 1982 
Carapace from the right valve. 50x 
Budapest, Metro H-3 borehole 65.3-68.3 m
Fig. 7. Ra/raf/a? sp. 1.
Left valve. 63x 
Kiscell-1 borehole 83.4 m
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Plate 4
Figs i-5. MONOSTOR), !985
Fig. ). Right vaive. i26x
Kiseged !987 outcrop, sampie№3.
Fig. 2. Right vaivc. 130x.
Kisceii-i borehoie 55.5 m 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the dorsa) side. t42x 
Budapest, Zugiiget outcrop, sampie 7 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the ieft vaive. i3ix 
Kisceii-t borehoie 57.5 m 
Fig. 5. inside of the ieft vaive. i37x 
Kisceti-i borehoie 57.5 m
Figs 6-7. Ri;//<?w6o;-(7?e//i7 .s7;//'own.s;'.s' BRESTENSKA, i975
Fig. 6. Left vaive. )08x
Eger Wind brickyard borehoie 7i.5-73.i m 
Fig. 7. Right vaive.! i2x
Eger Wind brickyard borehoie 76.3-77. i m
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Ptate 5
Fig. ). Ca/Z/srocg^ere sp.
Right va!ve. 86x
Budapest, Városmajor-] borehote 96.7-98.7 m
Figs 2-7. EMcy//?erá7ea /e//cM/a/a GOERUCH, ]953
Fig. 2. Left vatve. 94x
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 4 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the right vatve. 65x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 3a 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the right vatve. 77x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampte t2 
Fig. 5. Inside of the right vatve.74x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampte t2 
Fig. 6. Left vatve. 77x
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 12 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the dorsat side. 63x 
Kiseged )987 outcrop, sampte !
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96 Gw/ve/.siVai/.s ßM^apesrwewj^, Secf/o Geo/ogZca 34 (2004)
Ptate 6
Figs i-2. FMcy/ZteWr/eare/i'eM/a/aGOERLiCH, i 953
Fig. 1. Left vaive. 72x
Kiseged road cut section, sampie 38 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the dorsai side. 63x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampie 3a
Fig. 3. Cyf/?er/(/ea ex gr. f?w//er; (VON MÜNSTER, i830) 
Right vaive 74x
Szentendre-2 borehoie i 070.0 m
Fig. 4. Cytheridea ex gr. pemota OERTU and KEY, 1956. 
Leif vaive. 56x
Varbo-50 borehoie 54i.7-543.2 m
Figs 5-8. M'oiypGi/e/.s' /w a  (Goi-.Rt.tCH, i953)
Fig. 5. Carapace from the right side. 85x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie h 
Fig. 6. Left vaive. 77x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie h 
Fig. 7. Left vaive. 72x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie ¡2 
Fig. 8. Carapace from the ieft side. 77x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie ii
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Ptate 7
Fig. 1. №'ocy/?r;i/cM ro/a (GOERLiCU, i953).
Carapace from the dorsa! side. 74x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz !-74 section, sampie ¡2
Figs 2-3. Cya/MOcy//?e/'K/æ; pM/rc/ateZ/rr (BOSQUET, i 852)
Fig. 2. Carapace from the right vatve. 74x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz f-74 section, sampie i 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the dorsa) side. 74x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie ¡2
Figs 4-7. //e/m'cy/w'ZrZe/.s' iM?/eroco.T/n/a MONOSTOR), )982
Fig. 4. Carapace from the dorsai side. 59x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie h 
Fig. 5. Carapace from the dorsai side. 56x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie i 
Fig. 6. Carapace from the right vaive. 56x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie i 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the right vaive. 50x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie ¡2
Fig. 8. 7ZewZcy/?/*ZrZeẐ  Z?<?/ve//ca (LiENENKEAUS, i895) 
Carapace from the dorsai side. 70x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie j
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P!ate7
] 00 /twM/e.s ^ecf/o Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Date 8
Figs ]-4.//iw?/Q^;*M/e/.s/?e/ve//t'H(L[ENENKLAUS, ) 895)
Fig. t. Carapace from the dorsat side. 8)x 
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie i 
Fig. 2. Right vaive. 65x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie j 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the right vaive. 72x 
Piiisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sampie h 
Fig. 4. Left vaive. 74x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie j
Figs 5-8. /Ve/M/cy/M';<7e/.s' /7#rvM/a MALZ & TRIEHEL, i970
Fig. 5. Carapace from the right side. 59x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie ¡2 
Fig. 6. Carapace from the dorsai side. 54x 
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie ¡2 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the ieft vaive. 59x 
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie i 
Fig. 8. Right vaive. 56x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie ¡2




Figs 1-2. .S'cAa/cr/i/ca rra/rac/ca Ot-TtH.], 1956
Fig. 1. Carapace from the right valve. 59x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample ¡2 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the right valve. S4x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample j
Figs 3-5. &'/7M/e/7í/e<? /*cw/'ac//brw/.s MONOSTORI, 1985
Fig. 3. Carapace írom the dorsal side. 54x 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 3b 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the right valve. 47x 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 12 
Fig. 5. Carapace from the right valve. 4 lx
Budapest, Városmajor-1 borehole 97.8-98.5 m
Figs 6-7. wargma/o aa/e/'or/ep/'aMa MONOSTOR], 1982
Fig. 6. Carapace from the right valve. 8lx 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 3 
Fig. 7. Left valve. 94x
Kiseged road cut section, sample 12
/lw?a/e.s Cw'ver.s;'fan'.s A/eaParaw ŐHí/apM/iaca^M. S'ccPo Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
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P!at^Q
!04 H;̂ ape.s7<7;ĉ .s;'.!. Secf/o Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Ptate )0
Figs ]-3. Q/ngocy^erg fC;<wgocy//;grg) /MargMia/aaMfgro&'jpras.M MONOSTORi, )982
Fig. !. Carapace from the right vatve. 96x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampie )2 
Fig. 2. Left vatve. 94x
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 3a 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the dorsat side. 94x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 12
Fig 4. CM/?gocy?/?ere fCMA?gocy//ie;*e) rnmcota LtENENKLAUS, 1894 
Carapace from the right vatve. 80x 
Szentendre-2 borehote 1070.0 m
Figs 5-7. K/'Z/Ac (Bosquet, 1852)
Fig. 5. Left vatve. 63x
Pihsszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sampte ¡2 
Fig. 6. Carapace from the right vatve. 62x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz t-74 section, sampte h 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the dorsat side. 59x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz t-74 section, sampte j
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106 /)íMcv/as' ĉ/ewtMrMW R;;&7/)e.ŝ wew.si.s'. .Secf/o Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
P)ate )!
Figs 1-6. Av'/zAc/jcrwj/Je.s (BORNHMANN, 1855)
Fig. !. Carapace írom the dorsal side. 68x 
Budapest, Metro H-3 borehole 91.0-94.8 m 
Fig. 2. Left valve. 83x
Cserépváralja-2 borehole 262.0-262.2 m 
Fig. 3. Left valve. 65x
Budapest, Metro Fl-3 borehole 99.8-102.1 m 
Fig. 4. Left valve. 77x
Budapest, Metro H-7/1 borehole 54.5-55.5 m 
Fig. 5. Right valve. 90x
Szentendre-2 borehole 710.0 m 
Fig. 6. Right valve. 70x
Budapest, Metro Fl-8 borehole 24.0-28.0 m
Fig. 7. A*rif/:e sp. 1.
Carapace írom the right valve. 90x 
Szentendre-2 borehole 1068.0 m
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!08 .-I &<eana/aw Ba&;pe.s'aae/is;.s. ^ecf/o Geo/ag/ca 34 (2004)
P)ate 12
Figs t-2. A*r/t/;e sp. 2.
Fig. i . Inside of the right vaive. x
Eger Wind brickyard borehoie 73.)-73.6 m 
Fig. 2. Right vaive. x
Eger Wind brickyard borehoie 76.3-77.] m
Figs 4-5. ParaArMe sp. i .
Fig. 4. Leif vaive. 94x
Kiseged nianganiferous ciay, satnpic 4 
Fig. 5. Carapace from the right vaive. 90x 
Budapest, Metro H-7 borehoie 94.0-99.0 m
Fig. 6. 7*rar7?y7e6<y/*;'.s cf. .s/r/aoxa (LtRNENKt.AUS, 1900) 
Left vaive. 65x
Budapest, Metro H-9 borehoie 19.5-20.0 m
Fig. 7. Co^/a &YV7H Witt, i967 
Left vaive. 66x
Budapest, Metro H-9 borehoie 57.6-59.8 m
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Pluto 1*2
] to /iM/M/es Cn/vers'/iW/.s' RMi/apMnnew.s/ .̂ 5<?c/;'<*< Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Ptate )3
Figs i-7. Costo /?erMH Wt rr, i967
Fig. 1. Left vaive. 63x
Budapest, Metro H-2 borehoie 32.7-34.6 m 
Fig. 2. Leif vaive. 59x
Szoiiocske outcrop, sampie ! i 
Fig. 3. Right vaive. 50x
Budapest, Metro Fi-i borehoie 56.8-60.0 m 
Fig. 4. Right vaive. 59x
Szoiiocske outrcop, sampie i4 
Fig. 5. Right vaive. 62x
Eger Wind brickyard borehoie 50.3-50.9 m 
Fig. 6. inside of the teif vaive. 57x 
Esztergom-i23 borehoie 410.0 m 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the dorsai side. 59x 
Budapest, Metro H-7 borehoie 55.0-60.0 m
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Platell
i i 2 yl/wa/M R;K/ape.s7/̂ <?̂ .s;.s'. 5ecr/o Ceo/og/co 34 (2004)
Ptate !4
Fig. i. Costa Aerw/ WOT, )967 
Inside of the right vaive. 6!x 
Esztergom-123 borehote 398.5 m
Figs 2—4. /fg/ewocytAere o/Y/woto (DELTEL, 1961)
Fig. 2. Carapace from the ieff vaive. 54x
Budapest, Metro H-7 borehote 32.0-36.0 m 
Fig. 3. Left vaive. 63x
Eger Wind brickyard borehote 76.3-77.] m 
Fig. 4. Right vaive. 72x
Eger Wind brickyard borehoie 75.4-76.3 m
Figs 5-7. PterygocyfAere/s cf. ceratojy/era (BOSQUET, t852)
Fig. 5. Carapace from the dorsai side. 63x 
Piiisszentkereszt sz 1-74 section, sampie h 
Fig. 6. Left vaive. 62x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie h 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the right side. 63x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz i-74 section, sampie ¡2
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H4 R;;&;pe.s7;47ê .si.s', 5ecno Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Plate 15
Figs )-2. P/erEgocyr/te/gi-r n. sp. ?
Fig. 1. Carapace írom the right vaive. 4)x 
Kiseged i 987 outcrop, sample №3 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the left valve. 44x 
Kiscell-1 borehole 59.6 m
Fig. 3. EcAmocy/AereM //g<i/a LtENENKt.AUS, 1896 
Carapace from the right side. 41 x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample h
Figs 4-7. /Vgwy/7owe//a m/wr/wc/ (REUSS, 1850)
Fig. 4. Right valve. 68x
Szőlőske outcrop, sample 11 
Fig. 5. Lelt valve. 8 lx
Cserépváralja-1 borehole 387.5-387.7 m 
Fig. 6. Left valve. 8 lx
Budapest, Metro H-9 borehole 47.4-49.9 m 
Fig. 7. Inside of the left valve. 65x 
Szőlöske outcrop, sample 14
MONOSTOR], M.: Lower Otigocene ostracods from Hungary !!3
H 6 /tw?a/as C/u'verí/tum ŐMí/agM/wewíM, .Svc/M Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Ptate !6
Figs ]-3. 7VeMrj7?ou'e//<;/ (REUSS, Í850)
Fig. !. Left vaive. 74x
Budapest, Metro H-) borehote 56.8-60.0 m 
Fig. 2. Lett vaive. 59x
Szentendre-2 borehote 809.0 m 
Fig. 3. Carapace írom the dorsai side. 77x 
Budapest, Metro Ft-9 borehoie ! 9.5-20.0 m
Figs 4-5. Pro/oAí/MfOMM! .si/6/a0.s.s'/7?;c; mx'MH/ocoA/rv (BRESTENSKÁ, )975)
Fig. 4. Left vaive. 94x
Eger Wind brickyard borehoie 73.Í-73.6 m 
Fig. 5. Left vaive. 86x
Budapest, Metro H-3 borehoie 96.8-99.8 m
Fig. 6. ¿egMwmocy/Aere/s Oertii, 1956
Left vaive. 43x
Piiisszentkereszt Sz t-74 section, sampie i
Fig. 7. ¿egMM/MoeyfAereM? ceZ/M/rr/q/o/'w/A n. sp.
Carapace from the right vaive. 50x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampie 12
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i i 8 4w?a/e.s 5c/r^nrnw! Ő;«r/a/;e.s7//?r̂ .s/.s'. 5er//o Cro/og/ra 34 (2004)
Piate 17
Fig. t . ¿.egMw/f?ocyf/?ere/.? ? re//M/ t̂a/órw;.s n. sp. Holotypus. 
Carapace from the ieft vaive. 8ix 
Kisged road cut section, sampte ]2
Figs 2-6. A7rgr;/;rw/ry//?err or/*t/ú W)TT, Í967
Fig. 2. Carapace from the right side. 33x 
Budapest, Városmajor-1 borehote 96.7-97.8 m 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the right side. 30x 
Kiseged ¡987 outcrop, sampie )
Fig. 4. Carapace from the dorsai side. 38x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampie 12 
Fig. 5. Leif vaive. 36x
Kiseged Í987 outcrop, sampie №i 
Fig. 6. Left vaive. 36x
Budapest, Törökvész-8 borehoie 3.5 m
Fig. 7. Po%cr;?ye//<7 ? sp. i .
Carapace from the right vaive. 63x 
Budapest, Városmajor-i borehoie 97.8-98.5 m
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1 2 0 4M/M/&S G/?/ve/'.sRuf;.? RHí/cj/w.s/ ;\s, R ect/o  G e o /o g /c a  34 (2004)
Plate 18
Fig. ). Gr/fHOMeM sp.
Carapace from the left valve. 54x
Budapest, Városmajor-! borehole 97.8-98.5 m
Fig. 2. /7ofw7M'ooÆe//<2 ex gr. /wacroRorű (BOSQUET, 1852) 
Carapace from the left valve. 54x 
Budapest, Ibolya u. quarry 1.2 m
Figs 3-6. Z?o.s<yMefw(7 n. sp.
Fig. 3. Carapace from the right valve. 44x
Budapest, Városmajor-1 borehole 96.7-97.8 m 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the right valve. 50x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample !
Fig. 5. Carapace írom the left valve. 59x Holotypus.
Kiseged road cut section, sample 13 
Fig. 6. Carapace from the dorsal side. 53x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 1
Fig. 7. Ro.si/MC/ma zrz/auyú BRESTENSKÁ, 1975 
Carapace from the dorsal side. 42x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample №1
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p i s á i n
122 Gh/veríftaa'y Rív<r/ape.s/;4ê .s'/.s'. ^eca'o Geo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Plate 19
Figs 1-4. Z?o.MyMe//w'za/aMy//BRiíSTENSKÁ, 1975
Fig. 1. Carapace from the right valve. 47x 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 3a 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the right valve. 36x
Budapest, Városmajor-1 borehole 96.7-97.8 m 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the left valve. 4 lx 
Budapest, Diana u.
Fig. 4. Carapace from the left valve. 38x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 1
F ig . 5. O cc!v//ocyf/?er<?/.s r a /? e / / c a  M O N O STO R I, 1982 
R ig h t  v a lv e .  86x
Budapest, Metro H-9 borehole 29.4-31.4 m
Fig. 6. Cy//?c/'eaa/JO.sa'í'a//.s' TR1EBEL,, 1952 
Carapace from the left valve. 52x 
Budapest, Zugliget outcrop, sample 3
F ig s  7- 8. C y /A e re f /a  v a r /a M T s  O l RTt-l, 1956
Fig. 7. Carapace from the right valve. 56x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample i?
Fig. 8. Carapace from the left valve. 59x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample i
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124 /inna/ei 5echo Ceo/ogicu 34 (2004)
P)ate 20
Figs ]-6 . Coxoconc/ra cax/wirta /c;r&'M.sc MONOSTORt, 1985
Fig. 1. Carapace from the right valve. 1 lOx 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 12 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the right valve. 108x 
Kiscell-1 borehole 56.5 m 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the right valve. 1 lOx 
Kiscell-1 borehole 51.6 m 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the left valve. 117x 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 4 
Fig. 5. Carapace from the dorsal side. !26x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 3 
Fig. 6. Carapace from the dorsal side. 1 !3x 
Kiscell-1 borehole 58.5 m
Fig. 7. Coxocowc/m /nmgrrr/co MONOSTOR], 1982
Carapace from the left valve. 108x 
Budapest, Zugliget outcrop, sample 7
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]26 /iwM/c.s tVa/ver^/toa.! R:«7ape.sa7;eai/i. ^ecao Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Piate 2!
Figs i-5 . CoxocoacAa r/e/ea;oa/ea^M /¡aagar/ca MONOSTORt, 1982
Fig. 1. Carapace from the left valve. 104x 
Budapest, Zugliget outcrop, sample 7 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the left valve. 12lx 
Kiscell-1 borehole 56.5 m 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the right valve. 113x 
Budapest, Metro H-12 borehole 21.0-22.0 m 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the dorsal side. 122x 
Kiscell-1 borehole 56.5 m 
Fig. 5. Carapace from the dorsal side. 104x 
Kiscell-1 borehole 58.5 m
Figs 6-7. ZoxoaowcAayavafa Kuiper, 1918
Fig. 6. Carapace from the dorsal side. 90x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample i 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the left valve. 90x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample i
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!28 .4wM/e.s' őar/apeít/w^M . $ecr/o Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Ptate 22
Fig. ). ¿oA'ocoMí'/M/mcv/a KutPER, 1918 
Carapace from the left vatve. 86x 
Pihsszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample h
Fig. 2. ¿oxocoMí7m.s';<Aow/a (VON MÜNSTER, 1830) sensu BRESTENSKÁ, 1975 
Carapace Írom the right valve. 106x 
Alcsútdoboz-3 borehole 442.0 m
Fig. 3. Z,oxocoMc/?a ex gr. DELTEL, 1964
Carapace from the right valve. 74x 
Budapest, Városmajor-1 borehole 96.7-97.8 m
Fig. 4. Z,oxoíW7c/?ű sp. I
Carapace from the left valve. 8!x 
Budapest, Metro H-l 1/a borehole 59.0-61.0 m
Fig. 5. Ewcv/Ae/nra LtENENKLAUS, 1905
Carapace from the left valve. 108x 
Kiseged manganiferous clay, sample 4
Figs 6-8. Cyr/yerojofero?? <?wwe/?egge/( SCHERER, 1984 
Fig. 6. Inside of the right valve. 89x 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 3b 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the dorsal side. 99x 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 2a 
Fig. 8. Carapace from the dorsal side. 101 x 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 12
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]30 /Iwra/as C^/ve/.saaa'.s' gc/waarMW Ri<i/a/7MaweM.n'y. ^eet/a Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Ptate 23
Figs t-4. Cy//!erqpreroagwweaeggen SCHERER, t964
Fig. i. Leff vatve. 99x
Kiscett-t borchote 59.5 m 
Fig. 2. Right vatve. 86x
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 2a 
Fig. 3. Left vatve. 99x
Budapest, Metro H-t t/a borehote 59.0-6] .0 m 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the right vatve. 95x 
Kiscett-t borehote 58.5 m
Fig. 5. Cy//;e/Y%?/ero;? cf. tr/aaga/a/e LtENENKEAUS, 1900 
Right vatve. 99x
Budapest, Metro H-)3 borehote 36.0-37.0 m
Fig. 6. (Vro/c6erM .str;a/a/aa?c7a/a DUCASSE, ) 967 
Carapace from the teft vatve. 81 x 
Sfkfokut quary, sampte 21
Fig. 7. Pra/oarg/7/oec/a aaga/a/a DELTEL, t961 
Carapace from the teft vatve. 80x 
Kiseged manganiferous ctay, sampte 4
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132 Gw'ver^/ran'.! á'cíewtwrMW ŐM<7apMn/iew/s. .Sec?;o Geo/og/cu 34 (2004)
Ptate 24
Figs i-3. P/otoa/*g///oí?c/a angn/ű/a DELTEL, !96!
Fig. 1. Carapace from the dorsai side. 83x 
Budapest, Metro H-2 borehote 52.0-55.0 ni 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the tett faive. 99x
Budapest, Metro H-2 borehote 36.4-39.1 m 
Fig. 3. Carapace írom the left valve. 99x
Budapest, Metro H-2 borehole 56.6-61.6 m
Figs 4-6. Po/'Mcy/irM? rMpe//ca MONOSTOR), 1982
Fig. 4. Right valve. 59x
Cserépváralja-! borehole 285.8-286.8 m 
Fig. 5. Carapace írom the right valve. 54x 
Kiseged manganiferous clay, sample 1 
Fig. 6. Leit valve. 45x
Budapest, Metro H-l borehole 43.6-47.6 m
Figs 7-8. Paracypn's? A/.scgcr/cw.si.s n. sp.
Fig. 7. Left valve. 68x
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 1 
Fig. 8. Carapace from the right valve. 56x Holotypus 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 12
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134 /)wM/<?.s Cw/v<?r.sáaa.s .SY/eNr/a/ i; ;̂ R:/<7ape.s7//;eN.o'.!, &?cao Ceo/og/ca 34 (2004)
Plate 25
Fig. 1. Pa/arypr^? A/.sege<7ea.s/.s n. sp.
Carapace írom the right valve. 47x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 1
Fig. 2. Paracrp;'/.! ex gr. prop/wip/a TRtEBEL, 1963 
Carapace íFom the right valve. 47x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 1
Figs 3-5. Parae^p/M cf. AaaPA?w'ca.s7.s' KEEN, 1978
Fig. 3. Carapace from the dorsal side. 61 x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample b 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the right valve. 67x 
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample h 
Fig. 5. Carapace from the left valve. 6!x
Pilisszentkereszt Sz 1-74 section, sample h
Fig. 6. CaaJoaayê//;7/.s TRiEBEL, 1963 
Leif valve. 50x
Budapest, Törökvész-8 borehole 7.5 m
Figs 7-8. Caa^oaa? rec/a LtENENKI.AUS, 1905 
Fig. 7. Carapace from the dorsal side. 50x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 1 
Fig. 8. Carapace from the right valve. 54x 
Budapest, Törökvész-13 borehole 20.0 m
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P ls te .7 S
)36 /iM/M/as CM/ver.s//un'.s Ri;i/apc.st/^c/;.s;.s, .$ac?/o Cco/og/co 34 (2004)
Ptate 26
Figs )-6. CiWi/oHO? /ec/a HENENKEAUS, i905
Fig. 1. inside of the ieft vatve. 6 i x
Budapest, Torokvesz-6 borehote 3.5 ni 
Fig. 2. Carapace from the right vaive. 52x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 3a 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the right vaive. 52x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 3b 
Fig. 4. inside of the ieft vaive. 56x
Budapest, Zugiiget outcrop, sampte №7 
Fig. 5. Carapace from the right vaive. 45x
Budapest, Varosmajor-i borehoie 96.7-97.8 m 
Fig. 6. Left vaive. 52x
Kiseged )987 outcrop, sampie 2
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i38 /j/Miv/e.s' Rifi/̂ pe.sv/Mê .sM. &cno Ceo/og/cn 34 (2004)
P)ate 27
Fig. i . sp. indet
Carapace from the right vaive. 44x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampte 3b
Figs 2-4. Mocwjqrp/'/.s' AocAcwAc/wcM.s/.s' TRmBEt., ]963
Fig. 2. Carapace from the right vaive. 56x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sampte i 
Fig. 3. Carapace from the right vaive. 57x 
Kiseged, i987 outcrop, sampie 2 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the right vaive. 65x 
Kiseged road cut section, sampie 3a
Figs 5-6. CwvopsM CM/'vci/c/ (LtBNHNKLAUS, i905)
Fig. 5. Carapace from the right vaive. 56x 
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sampie 3 
Fig. 6. Carapace from the right vaive. 56x 
Kiseged i987 outcrop, sampie i
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140 67!/ve/*j;mn'.s S'c/eMt/orMM /?M<7apM/weŵ M. 5ec//o Ceo/og/cu 34 (2004)
P)ate 28
Figs 1-2. Ci"'W/?.s/.s' cM/vaA; (LlHNHNKI.AUS, 1905)
Fig. 1. Carapace from the right valve. 61 x 
Kiseged road cut section, sample 3b 
Fig. 2. Left valve. 54x
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 2
Figs 3^1. ? O/rvo/MM cM/'wvm (Ltt-.NHNKI.AUS, 1905)
Fig. 3. Left valve. 56x
Kiseged 1987 outcrop, sample 3 
Fig. 4. Carapace from the right valve. 72x 
Budapest, Tôrôkvész-8 borehole 7.5 m
Fig. 5. Cypridopsidae gen. et sp. indet. 3, 1982 
Left valve. !01x
Budapest, Torokvesz-6 borehole 4.0 m
Fig. 6. Ostracoda gen. et sp. indet. 1.
Carapace from the left valve. 86x 
Szentendre-2 borehole 1084.0 m
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P]ate2K
